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Medieval Tenurial Geography and the
Open Fields in Ottery St Mary

CHRISTOPHER WAKEFIELD

Introduction

Questions about the agrarian landscape of the early Middle Ages are not easily
answered. Contemporary maps arc nonexistent and other documents are few.
The earliest Devon charters take us no further back than the middle of the
eighth century. Even then, only a single estate (Crediton) has a boundary
clause re> offer. clues to the appearance of the countryside. A key feature of
modern landscape history is the debate about the open field system - how,
where, why and when it came about, and what relationships exist between
the character of the strips and their environmental and social context over
time. The idea of the open field as the outcome of co-operative ploughing and

resource management by entire village communities came to us from Frederic
Seebohm in the late nineteenth century, and his analysis is still the srarrmg

point of discourse on the issue.' The scope of this article does not allow for
a detailed argument to support the contention that the fields referred to as
'strip fields' or 'open fields' arc, in the case of Orrery St Mary, properly so
described. However, their form and ownership patterns are persuasive and
they fit many of the qualifying criteria proposed by Frederic Seebohrn, [oan
Thirsk, Harold Fox and others.:' There will inevitably be different landscape
histories for different places, and individual manors or parishes may show
unique landscape features; a coherent unifying analysis of landscape may
therefore elude us. Detailed local studies are potentially <1 productive way

forward, and this article offers a case study of Ottery Sr Mary, examining the

© 20 J6 The Devon H isrory Society
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spatial distribution of historic tenure arrangements within the parish. Set in
the context of other sources, it sketches a route back into the middle or early
Saxon period of Orrery's landscape and social history.

Ottery St Mary - a historical summary

Orrery Sr Mary, or Orrery as it is usually called locally, is a small market town
in a large civil parish of ]0,000 acres in East Devon, which includes several
hamlets and a host of scattered farms. The parish, which is coterrninous with
the manor and hundred of the same name, is divided into two halves by the
river Otter which runs through it north to south. There are also internal
administrative boundaries that divide the hundred into eight rithings.:' The
rown of Ottery Sr Mary is the geographical and administrative centre of the
parish. The most productive land is on the east of the river on the lower,
flatter reaches of East Hill. On the west side, the East Devon Pebble Beds,
which begin a few hundred yards west of the river, mean that the land is
less favoured and was, for most of its recorded life, common pasture:' Orrery
belonged to the church for almost five hundred years (1061-1545), becoming
the administrative centre and prom-urban focus of the hundred,' although
it never achieved borough status. The tenantry, which included in the later
medieval period, wealthy peasant farmers with considerable land holdings,
alongside craftsmen, smallholders and landless labourers, were by no means
invisible or silent in the parish's affairs." \\?hen Edward the Confessor gave
Orrery to the Dean and Chapter of Rouen cathedral in 1061 he made it clear
it was 'for their sustenance' and free of the usual requirements for bridge
building, general maintenance and military support:' Orrery was clearly a
considerable productive entity. It was leased again in 1267 for ten years," and
finally passed out of French control when it was bought by John Grandison,
Bishop of Exeter (1327-1369). Although there are a wide range of medieval
documents for Orrery, the information required by landscape historians
identifying locations only appear in later documents. Place names often
occur as general descriptions - consistent with the medieval view of the local
landscape as a collection of locations in common understanding, but often
without fixed or delineated boundaries." A number of fields on the periphery
of the enclosed resources of the parish with Germanic names suggest extensive
early development or redevelopment of the fiddscape towards the margins
that we see today. The earliest Ordnance Survey maps show a concentration
of strip fields close to the town of Orrery St Mary (Figures 1 and 2).
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Figure 1. Topographical plan of Orrery St Mary parish including the places
mentioned in the text, tithing boundaries and the boundary clause marker points
recorded in the Charter of 1061,

Sources: OS One-inch England and Wales, New Popular Edition, 1946, sheer 176;
Orrery St Mary Tithe Map courtesy of East Devon AONB Parishsc apes Project 2007-2010
[tithing boundaries); Canterbury Cathedral Archive CCAIDCc/ ChAnr R51.
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Figure 2. Orrery St Mary town (1897) and surroundings, with principal strip field
area highlighted. The fields on [he east are more regularly planned using 4 x 40
short perches each (20 yards x 200 yards) and have straight sides. Those on the west
have more sinuous boundaries.

Source; 1887 Ordnance Survey Map, 6 inch map (1;10,560).
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Medieval tenures in Orrery St Mary

Later medieval property relations in Ottery (1335-1545) are largely governed
by {~ishop Grandison's review of his new acquisition. His scheme had echoes
of pre-Norrnan arrangements, but the great length of Rouen's tenure had
removed all bur the faintest reference to them in the documents that survive.
These survivals include the several documents referred to in Franccs Rose
Troup's essay on Ottery's medieval customs which arc re-examined herc.!"
The basic distinctions between the tenures are important, and there arc subtle
changes between the customs as recorded in 1380 and in those of 1680. The
reader is referred to this essay for a more detailed description of the terms of
the tenures, pending a more comprehensive exploration of the social aspects
of Orrery's tenurial history.'! In spite of increases in the number of tenants
and holdings, the fieldscape and total tenanted area in 1680 looked much
the same as it did in 1382. Table 1 shows the total areas for each period and
the swaps between tenures, which affected an area of about I] 20 acres. The
overall change in agricultural resources of the parish amounts to a mere IOS
acres in the 300 year period.

Table 1. Acreages and holdings in Orrery $t Mary in US2 and 1680

Ty..pe.'..6ft~l'Ianrt~,in. 0.r.de.r:oL> '. , '. ..' -' - ..;. .... ..' ·tbang~in . . , '
. . .¥I ··'Exter1tin, 'Number ofexteritiri '>. :',ar'e'a',••...•••... ,,', Number of
,:Sta'tus:hlghertoI01,~er, With '~cr~s1382' hold,1,°.9.5,' ,,"acres 1680' "ryolditlfjs
;..()bli9~ti9~ScSlJWl'tl~ri~ea( ',...... (168P;V~82)<

Socage (attendance at manor
courteverythreeweeks)

Customary (attendanceat court
every threeweeks; heriot;suit of

mill;provide tythingmen.)

Five Acre (attendance at court
twice a year; heriot; suit of mill;

provide ale raster.)

Old Barton (attendance at court
twicea year; heriot;suit of mill)

NewBarton (as for OldBarton)

Totals

1184

4960

229

1045

224

7642

7

127

41

101

1522

3941

200

1169

915

7747

338

-1019

-29

124

691

105

13

155

77

211

84

540

"There is no indication of how many tenants of New Bar ton there were in 1382. Th is figure

has been calculated by apportioning ,111 average from The other tenures.

Sources: C. \\'akcfield, Ottcry St ,\'LlT)" in 1382 (Orrery Sr i\lary Heritage Sociery, 20131;

C. \X'hetham, ed., A AL1I1or Rook of Gtterv St A1my (London, 1913).:-'
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Mapping the tenurial geography

The maps at Figures 3a-3e show how the distribution of various tenures
appears from medieval and later documents. The 1680 data has been used
most often because the location evidence is much richer than the earlier
data. Two other data sets from bailiffs' accounts of 1448 and 1453 confirm
the distributions.!' but there are a number of caveats. First, the area under
agricultural management is shown to be largely unchanged between 1382
and 1680 with increases in numbers of holdings and tenants representing
subdivision and redistribution of existing tenanted lands between the
two dates. Second, and more importantly, not all the holdings, even in
the 1680 data, can be located on the maps with certainty. Place names in
the descriptions of the holding can pinpoint a considerable number with
confidence, but others are assigned to the most closely identifiable location.
However, because the parish is so large, and the proportion of entries with
location data is sufficient, those errors do not defeat the purpose of the maps
in pointing usefully towards the general distribution of the various types of
holdings. Finally, except in the case of the socage tenancies, the size of the
spots is not to the scale of the background, but relative to each other as shown
in the legend.

The maps

A number of issues arc immediately apparent. The principal socage holdings
are in coherent blocks in single ownership in 1382 and remain much the same
when they are recorded in 1680 and on the tithe map in 1845 (Figure 3a).
There are no socage holdings in the principal settlement areas. The customary
holdings occupy both halves of the parish on the fertile areas between the
soclands, mostly on the east side below the steeper scarp slopes of East Hill.
Those along the west of the river are in two concentrations - southwards
from Salston, in the Metcornbe area and along the northern parish boundary
at Srraitgatc, Pitt, Taleford and Ash. There are very few customary tenancies
in the town area, or on the strip field zones surrounding it, and none at all on
the principal strip field zone south of the town (Figure 3h). The Old Barton
holdings are much in evidence in the town area of Ottcry, in the surrounding
strip field zones and on the higher slopes of East Hill. They are almost absent
from the west of the river and the Tipton/Cornbe area, and totally absent
from Gosford, Taleford and Ash areas (Figure 3c). New Barton holdings offer
almost a mirror image of the Old Barrens, with most of the larger holdings
on the west of the river, complemented by a notable concentration of small
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Figure 3a. The seven ancient socage tenancies of Orrery St Mary recorded in 1382
as they appear on the 1845 tithe map. The size of the holdings in 1382 was rated
at a hide or parts of a hide and would most probably have been single blocks of
land . Most of them had acquired addieionalland by 1845, although they remained
as largely coherent blocks. Northwell (Littlewell) and Ho1combe appear together a
single block by 1845.

Sources : C. Wakefield, Orrery St Mary in 1382 (Orrery Se Mary Heritage Society, 2013);
Ottery SeMary Tithe Map (East Devon AONB Parishscapes Project, 2007-2010).
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Figure 3b. Orrery St Mary soclands overlaid by Customary tenancies as recorded
in 1680.

Sources: C. Wakef ieJd, Orrery Sr Mary in 1382 (Ottery St Mary Heritage Society, 2013);
Ottery SeMary Tithe Map (East Devon AONB Parishscapcs Project, 2007-2010);
C. Whetham, ed., A Manor Book of Ottery St Mary (London, 1913).
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Query Sr Mary Tithe Map (East Devon AQNB Parishscapes Project, 2007-2010);
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Figure 3d. Orrery St Mary - New Barren tenancies from 1680 above Socage,
Customary and Old Barton tenancies.

Sources: C. Wakefield, Orrery St Mary in 1382 (Orrery St Mary Heritage Society, 2013);
Ottery St Mary Tithe Map (East Devon AONB Parishscapes Project, 2007-2010);
C. Whetbam, ed., A Manor Book of Ottery St Mary (London, 1913); TNA, Bailiff's
Accounts for Ottery St Mary, Add Charters 13,974 (1448) and 13,975 (1453).
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figure 3e. Ottery Se Mary - Five Acre tenancies from 1680 over other tenures .

Sources: C. Wakefield, Orrery Sr Mary in 1382 (Orrery St Mary Heritage Society, 2013);
Orrery Se Mary Tithe Map (East Devon AONB Parishscapes Project, 2007-2010);
C. Whetham, ed., A Ma1lor Book of Cttery St Mary (London, 1913); TNA, Bailiff's
Accounts for Orrery Sr Mary, Add Charters 13,974 (1448) and 13,975 (1453).
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holdings in the west end of the town, principally" in the Mill Srrecr/Sr Saviours
Bridge area. They also appear infrequently in the strip-field furlongs north,
east and south of the town (Figure 3d). The five-acre holdings are restricted
to the Ottery and \\?iggaton rirhings with a distinct concentration in the east
cnd of Orrery town. They arc also represented in some numbers in certain
strip field zones on the north and east of Orrery, and in the equivalent fields in
\Viggaron too, although precise location data is missing here (Figure 3e).

Distribution of the types of tenure

The sharp division of the town area into a western, 'industrial' zone centred on
Mill Street, where the holdings are frequently by New Barton, and an eastern
residential/adminisrrative zone where Five Acre tenancies predominate, points
to a development in the economic profile of the town as a sub-regional centre
for the woollen industry (Figure 4).

The precise point at which New Barron tenancies arise is not clear 
they are not mentioned in the 1382 rental. \'lhatever the case, they were the
tenure of choice for expansion into more modern, business accommodation
in the town areas. The Five Acre tenancies seem to serve a different purpose
as the town residences of better heeled tenants - offering a convenient location
near the economic focus of the parish (and sub regional) centre that Ottcry
had become by the late fourteenth cenrury. The standard allotment of a
messuage and Five Acre were in the possession in 1382 of the minor gentry and
wealthier peasants, among them Thomas Bitrelesgare, owner of Knightstone,
who also had three virgates of land (90 acres) at Salston in customary tenure,
as well as property elsewhere in Devon. Likewise, two thirds of the five acre
tenants either individually or as family members, held other lands in Orrery,
some of them qu ite substantial amounts.':' Between 1382 and 1680 a gradual
extension of the built-up area of the town had taken place westward from
town centre, Clearly the strip fields surrounding the town in 1382, which
were once a significant managed agricultural resource, were at this time no
such thing. Ownership remained fragmented, as did the type of tenure - split
between Old Barron, New Barton and Five Acre, bur much of the land W3f>

held by those with urban and mercantile interests, rather than by peasant
farmers. The town showed a distinct eastern 'old town' and western 'new
town' complexion by 1680, and we are looking, to al1 intents and purposes, at
Orrery as it appeared on the tithe map, a century and a half later.

In the hinterland around the town fewer changes took place during the
same period. Most of the countryside beyond the town tithing is dominated
by socage and customary tenancies. The only significant change to note in
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Figure 4. East/West split of New Barren and five acre tenancies in the town area of
Ottery St Mary plotted on 1887 OS background. The bars represent the count of
comparable identifiable locations within the town area of the two types of holding
as found in the 1680 data.

Source: C. Whetham, ed., A Manor Book of Orrery St Mary (London, 1913).
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these holdings is the increase in the number of customary tenancies from
J27 in 1382 to 15.5 in 1680, this increase concentrated mainly in the hilly
Tipton tithing, and to a lesser extent in Fluxron and Alfington tithings. It
is important to recall that the land resource base for these tenancies did nor
change appreciably between the two dates. The increase in numbers of tenants
appears to be the result of subdivision of larger holdings rather than enclosure
of waste or common. The Old Barton tenancies that are found outside the
town tithing are rare in the areas where the customary tenancies expanded in
number and, as noted, are entirely absent from Gosford tithing.

How old are these tenancies?

There is no Norman French antecedent for the term socage, formerly associated
with low status Anglo-Saxon peasant tenure, often on the monarch's Ancient
Demesne lands (sokernen). But because it was an ancient form of tenure
free of military duties, it became popular among gentry lords and well to

do peasants as a means of extricating themselves from these obligations, and
to this end they were 'full willing to sink somewhat of dignity'.': Certainly
the Socage tenancies emerge from pre-Grandison records as relatively
free of dues - labelled 'Iibc-tenencia in socagio'." The same document lists
Bartoners and Villeins together as a single group next in status, followed
by hydars, and lastly cotrars, but concerning their duties and obligation
we have no information. The innate conservatism of rural manorial affairs
meant that revolutionary changes were unlikely. David Hall, for example,
has demonstrated a remarkable conservatism in landscape management from
Domesday through to the eighteenth century in his study area of open fields
in Northamptonshire."

Echoes of Domesday?

\Vhen the Domesday commissioners visited in 1086, Orrery St Mary was
already twenty-five years in Norman ownership, the transfer to Rouen having
taken place five years before the Norman accession. The resources recorded
in Domesday were 25 hides of land, 17 slaves, 55 villeins, 24 bordars, 5
swineherds, 8 hides of pasture, 20 acres of woodland, and a garden and
salthouse in Sidrnourh. The hide was a taxation unit which varied in size from
place to place, dependent on its potential for economic return. In Ottery's
case, the hide of 256 statute acres, used in both the 1382 and 1680 renrals,
may be somewhere near to a realistic areal measure for the Domesday hides.
It is twice the usual 'standard' hide of l 20 acres, and its derivatives - a virgate
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of 64 acres and a ferling of 16 acres" make up the language in which the later
customary and socage tenures are defined, and which can still be tracked to
the modern landscape. The Domesday 25 hides may therefore point to about
6400 acres of productive resource. When the details emerge more reliably
rh ree hundred years later, there are about 7400 acres. The difference of 1000
acres might be attributable to generally larger (so fewer) hides as assessed for
Domesday, or some piecemeal enclosure of the waste, or a little of both." It
has been suggested that the free tenants of the middle Anglo-Saxon period,
being originally sokernen, would probably have been counted as villani in
Dornesday.?" However the changes are accounted, the 101 Orrery Domesday
tenant families would have been the progenitors of many of the 129 families
in occupation of the same landscape in 1295.2 1

Landscape and tenure - connections

In broad terms, Orrery's landscape as it was at the turn of the nineteenth
century, consisted of a core of urban related strip fields, surrounded by small
irregular fields divided between individual farms and tiny hamlets, extending
as far as unenclosed commons on the east and west of the parish. Socage
tenancies arc a characteristic later development of what Rosamond Faith has
called 'warlancl' populations - anciently free cultivators with personal and
tributary, rather than feudal, land-based responsibilities to an overlord.P
She identifies the Anglo Saxon rural economy as a landscape of 'extensive
lordship' where such rents and tribute were gathered from distributed lands
and communities in a 'warland' zone, into a central, servile administrative/
domestic area called the 'inland', usually found at the principal settlement
of the conglomerate estate, and designed especially to provide sustenance for
a local magnateY Whereas Orrery is a rather odd example of an extended
estate, in Domesday it is a single estate, except for a small annex in Sidrnouth,
and still a worthy candidate. The socage and customary tenants stand apart
from the rest in the landscape, occupying the most productive parts of the
hinterland of the parish. The area around Orrery itself is held in a large
number of very small holdings - almost all of Barton and Five Acre tenancies.
These merit closer examination.

Open fields

The area that covers the town and the fields irnrnediarely surrounding it
represent a large zone of 'planned' landscape in Ottery. Although this is at
the centre of the estate, there are no socage and very few customary tenancies,
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and these few are small and located, judging by their place names, east of

the town on the rising ground towards East Hill, rather than in the urban
area or the strip field zones. The holdings in this area are exclusively a mix of

Old Barren, New Barren and Five Acre. The last two of these arc new styles

of tenancy adapted CO suit a changing economy in the fourteenth century.
Franccs Rose-Troup relates the Five Acre tenancies to the ea rlicr cottar

holdings, suggesting that these bondmen were based in the town and worked

the strips. New Barton seems to be an adaptation of Old Barren to suit the

expansion and industrialisation of Orrery in the late medieval to the early

modern period. Old Barren itself is probably much older, maybe representing

an adaptation of the Domesday bordar or slave holdings. Old Barton is also

well represented in small holdings in the town area. Whatever turns out to be

the precise pattern and chronology of tenure changes, the special character
of Orrery town area as one in which the holdings were clearly originally

designed for low status occupancy, sets it apart from the rest of the estate. \\7e

might therefore make a reasonable presumption that the strip fields around

the [Own - a landscape planned for regulated production - and held by low

status tenures - were in essence a factory in which the servile classes survived

and produced a surplus for the local magnate.
There is no reliable method to date precisely the origins of the field systems

in Orrery (or elsewhere), but palaeobotanical studies carried out at Pomeroy
\X1ood and Hellings Park - both within a (CV,! miles of Ottcry and sharing a

very similar landscape character, show arable activity increasing markedly in

the eighth century ADY The transition to greater cereal production may well

have had a correlative effect on the fieldscape. East Devon was picked out by
Harold Fox as an exemplar of a transitional agrarian tradition found on the

edges of the Midland zone:

These border! ine areas for the most pa rt had never adopted the M id land

system: their sixteenth and seventeenth cemury evidence reveals not a 'two

field' or 'three field' system in decay, bur the transformations of a type of

field system which had never been moulded after rhe Midland fashion. As an

example we may take a tract of East Devon countryside (between the Devon

Dorset border and the Exe valley). In the early Middle Ages [he villages of

the lowlands (hereabouts) had field systems with some similarities 1'0 those

of the Midland System. Many of them were surrounded by extensive tracts

of arable land: the arable lay in strips within units designated ,1S fields and

furlongs. Bur the diagnostic attribute of the Midland System were missing,

the compact fallow field was absent, and so roo was the practise of vi IJage

wide common pasruring on the uncropped arable.:"
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Figure 5. Grass baulk field boundary within [he strip field zone south of rhe
town of artery, OS SY099948, looking south.

The Otter Valley in particular, is a noted hotspot in East Devon for strip field
landscapes." The form of the strips south of the town may point to a two
stage development of the resources in this area. On the west of the Sidmouth
road the fields are long and thin with gently curving boundaries marked by
thin) scrubby hedges or occasionally by a grass baulk (Figure 5), many with
out any hedge at all.

Plot number 1028 on the tithe apportionment is called 'Landscore', often a
feature associated with open field topography. The average size of these plots
is 2.38 acres - considerably larger than a typical selion in a 'Midland' open
field. On the east of the same road are a set of more regular, straight-sided
strips set out to contain a statute acre apiece. They are all about 200-220
yards in length and 18-22 yards wide. Those surviving in this unaggregated
form on the tithe map have an average area of 0.995 acres. Other proximate
fields usually have areas that are multiples of an acre. These more regularly
planned fields are probably later in origin than those west of the main road)
and may be associated with Bishop Grandison's revisions in the 1330s and
allocated as the original Five Acre tenures.
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Conclusion
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Ambiguity in the evidence for so mueh of whar is sought in landscape
history has a tendency towards 'assumption hardening into fact'." One such
assumption is that the 'open fields' under discussion here are Anglo-Saxon in
origin. That assumption is based solely on their similarity in form to other
fields elsewhere, which have slender source evidence of early origins. This
article has therefore sought to identify fresh evidence that points to mid or
late Saxon origins for these fields in Ottery Sr Mary, Descriptions of Orrery as
coextensively manor, parish and hundred, with a boundary heavily dependent
on topographical features, points towards ancient provenance, certainly
Saxon, possibly with elements adapted from Roman or Iron Age antecedents.
The situation of the hundred as almost an island in the much more extensive
Budleigh hundred suggests it survived incorporation into a more rational
administrative entity at the time hundreds were devised in the tenth century.
Its division into tithings has also survived and many of these trace around
field boundaries, which suggests that the fieldscape was much in evidence
at the time the boundaries were drafted. Likewise the appearance of several
'landscore' names for significant boundary elements on the periphery and
internally, and the widespread occurrence of Germanic field and place names
more generally.

The tenurial spatial patterns that emerge reflect the functions of the
landscape zones within the estate, and suggest that the open fields were,
by association, in use originally by servile or low status tenants. Tenants
succeeding to these tenancies in the late fourteenth century were anything
but low status however - they included wealthy residents of the parish, and
the fields themselves had been converted on occasion to industria] rather than
agricultural use. Around this strip-field core stood the Socage and Customary
holdings. The distinction between the two fundamental types of holding, with
heavy obligations or with few, servile or free, is matched in the landscape
by the distribution of regular strip fields immediately around the town and
irregular bur still smallish fields that fill the hinterland below the common
pasture and heath which stretches to the manor boundary. The evidence
suggests an extreme social conservatism, and fits well with a claim for the
origins for Orrery's fieldscape to be set well back in the Saxon period, or
before, with the possibility of small scale adaptations coincident with changes
in Lordship.

More precise proposals for the history of our landscapes can only arise
from detailed research in localities like Ottery St Mary. Information on a map
is important, but it is only a starting point, the details on the ground are
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much richer in information. Surveys of all aspects of the landscape - field
walking, recording hedges, tracks and paths, watercourses and boundaries
- will gradually build a clearer picture of early landscapes.:" The task is
formidable, but offers an opportunity for breaking new ground in landscape
history simply by travelling a few hundred yards into the countryside with a
map, a notebook, a pencil and a camera.
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The Meaning and History of
India in Bovey Tracey, and
the Legend of its Nunnery

FRANCES BILLINGE

Introduction

Indio is a Grade 1I listed, Tudor-style, Victorian house bu ilt on a woodland site
in the parish of Bovey Tracey, South Devon, just over a mile from the centre
of the ancient. borough (Figure 1). Local guide books state that there was
probably a medieval nunnery situated here, although a detailed examination
of sources relating to the history of Indio tells us something different as
this article will show.' From 1216 there was an outlying grange farm on the
site, owned by St John's Hospital, Bridgwater. Connection with the distant
religious house in Somerset ended at the dissolution of the monasteries, and
in 1536 Indio was granted to John Southcott and John Tregonwcll, John
Southeott built his family seat there and became Lord of the Manor of Bovey
Tracey, A pottery business was developed on the site between 1750 and 1836.
In the twentieth century some of the land was developed for housing and
holiday lodges.

The meaning of 'Indio'

The name India, which is sometimes written as Indeo or In Deo, is intriguing.
The assertion by local historians since the late nineteenth century that Indio
derives from Latin, and meant 'House of God' has persisted, although this

© 2016 The Devon History Society
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Figure 1. Indio House.

Reproduced courtesy of David Lewis, Bovey Tracey, from his private collection.

is not an accurate translation.' The land was not listed separately in the
Domesday survey as it was then part of Adenobovi, now called Little Bovey.
A medieval house was sited at Little Bovey, but there were only insubstantial
farm buildings at Indio. J. E. B. Gover, A. Mawer, and F. M. Stenton in their
comprehensive study of place names in Devon showed that in Patent Rolls
and other documents India was variously referred to as Yondeyeo, ]udeyeo,
Indiho, Yonyeo, Yondyeo, Yenyeo or Judyeo, and it was not until the early
nineteenth century that the name Indeo, with a possible Latin religious
inference, was cited. Gover found the earliest references to Yondeyeo in the
Letters Patent of 1544, and as Judeyo in 1547. The Letters Domestic of 1765
referred to Indeho, and Benjamin Donne's map of Devon (also 1765) used
Indiho, which on Christopher and John Greenwood's 1827 map of Devon
became Indeo.!

Gover described Indio as meaning '[place] beyond the water', He pre
sented examples of numerous Devon place names which are formed with a
prefixed prepositional phrase and in which the first element is the Old English
'begeondan, begeonde', as in 'Indio', from 'begeondam ea' meaning 'on the
far side of the river'. The 'yea' element is a common stream name through-
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Figure 2. View from the River Bovey Bridge uph ill to the woods surrounding
India House. F. BilIinge 2015.

out Devon. Gover suggested that in all cases the place would be named by
people in the nearest village or large settlement. The site of Indio fits with
such a description as it is about a mile from the historic borough of Bovey
Tracey on the slope of a hill above the river valley (Figure 2), and the naming
is consistent with that made by people in similar places." More recent authors
studying English place names support 'begeondon' as meaning beyond, and
in many modern forms becoming 'Indi' for 'on the other side of the valley' 
hence Indio. The Bovey Tracey example would have started as the description
begeondan [yjeo, contracting to Yondyeo, and finally becoming the modern
form Indio.!

The history of Indio

The thirteenth century was a period of expanding trade and development in
Bovey (Tracey], and borough status was granted during this period. Although
the Tracy family were lords of the manor the name Tracy, or Tracey, was
not recorded as part of the place name until 1337. In 1219 Eva de Tracy,
was granted permission by Henry In to hold a weekly market at the manor,
and a charter allowing an annual fair was awarded fifty years later." In 1219
Henry de Tracy, Lord of the Manor of Bovey (Tracey], granted its parish
church and some lands, including India, to St John's Hospital Bridgwater.
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This endowment was re-confirmed in 1227 and maintained until the time
of the dissolution of the monasteries." Granting a parish church and lands
to a religious house in another county was not unusual in the late twelfth
century. Such grants were one of the ways for the donor to ensure that prayers
were offered up for his soul after death, 'which in the religious culture of the
time was believed to lessen the time spent in Purgatory for purification from
sin. thereby hastening the entry into heaven. By the later 1100s a quarter of

all parish churches were owned by religious houses, and grange farms were

developed in the later medieval period to provide them with an additional
source of income. \V'hile some grange farms were acquired by endowment,
others were purchased as an investment, so they were not necessarily situated
near the mother house and were leased out for rent when they became
burdensome for the mother house to run."

What was a grange farm?

Granges were not founded to house a religious community, but rather to

house labourers and supervisors farming the estate, and they "VCre required
to be self-sufficient. Indio was land 011 which no buildings were referred
to, and was granted to St john's Hospital Bridgwater in 1219. The hospital
had been established to help care for the needy and to provide hospitality to
poor travellers. It was run by an abbot and twelve religious brothers. Indio's
farm land was rented our to supplement the funding of this religious house.
The only other farm land owned by Sr john's outside Somerset was in Fleet
Street, London." It was not unusual for religious foundations elsewhere in

the country to have property and grange farms in Devon. joyce Youings has
shown that twenty-seven religious foundations from thirteen other counties,

some as far away as Pembrokeshire and \\?anvickshire, held farm lands in
Devon.!" Colin Plarr, joan Grcatrex and Graham Brown have also published

studies which examine such scattered monastic estates and granges." Devon
religious foundations, however, generally held lands within their own county
as Nicholas Orrnc and John jenkins have shown.!" Grangc farms were not true

monastic communities, as they were founded and directed by lay brothers. As
such there was no need for a cloister or a chapel. Many early granges were
poor and failed to survive, as the bulk of their money was required to support
the main religious house. There were also problems managing the brothers
who visited to oversee the estate. Finding labour for the grange farm later

known as India would not have been easy as it did not come under the feudal

ownership of the Lord of the Manor of Bovey Tracey.
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India at the time of the dissolution of the monasteries

)7
-'

\X1e learn more about India from state papers at the time of the dissolution
of the monasteries. joycc Youings listed the grants given for each dissolved
religious institution. In 1.544 property at India and Ullacornbe in the parish of
Bovey Tracey, late of St john's Hospital, Bridgwater, Somerset \V3S granted to
John Southcort of Bodmin and John Trcgonwell of Middleron. She provided
further details about this property:

Rent of a messuage in Yondyco leased on 15 July 1531 to John Southcorc, his
wife Joan and johns's heirs for ever, 265 Sd; rent of a cottage on Owlccombe
held hy Thomas Underhay, 55, property in Dorset Ss. Cerri ficd with
declarations including a note that all these arc 'quyllcrtes and parcel] of no
manors' and, 'I CH1 tynde by no rccordc that the rent (ar Indio) was at any
time more than ys aboveseyd', hy Ralph Lamb.:'

50 what was Indio? The word 'messuage' does not imply a farm or a chapel
or any substantial building. This description confirms it as farmland and a
grange farm - clearly nor a manor, or associated with a manor. The messuage
'would have consisted of buildings for farm workers, their tools and stores.
joyce Youings highlighted that john Southcort and John Trcgonwill's rota I
income from the Bovey Tracer grant, which included India woods and the
advowson of the parsonage, was £41 10s 4d a year. The money Indio con
tributed to this was \'ery sma 11 indeed, being £1 65 Sd a year. St john's did
not make much money our of Indio.Tts income was nothing like the annual
incomes of the Devon nu nncrics which were valued as £9 J2 for Plyrnpron,
£197 for Canonsleigh, and £164 for Polsloe at the time of the dissolution.':'
Interestingly John Tregonwell, joint purchaser of Indio with his relation John
Southcort, acted as Thomas Cromwell's agent in visiting Sr John's Bridgwatcr
to assess its wealth prior to the dissolution.

India after 1544

After purchasing Inelio, John Southcott built his family seat there and became
Lord of the Manor of Bovey Tracey. His son Thomas inherited Indio and
the lordship in ]556. Information on subsequent owners of the estate is
inconsistent, but it is recorded that Indio and the lordship were held by the
heirs of Nicholas Everleigh until 16SR, when they were bought by Sir John
Stawell, Following Stawell's death in 1689 Indio was owned by the Inglett
family who were related to the Southcotts, but the Inglctts did not purchase
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the lordship.Vjoseph Steer (1776-1856) became the owner in the eighteenth
century and with his brother Thomas developed a successful pottery business
on the estate, until its closure in 1836.16 An 1844 sketch by local artist
Elizabeth Croker shows the house in Steer's time. Her sketch was titled 'Indio
Chapel' (Figure 3), thus perpetuating the legend of a religious connection,
which will be considered below. Peter Weddell analysed this sketch as part
of his archaeological investigation in 1986, and reported that it: looked like
a two storey domestic building with a porch chimney rather than a chapel."

Figure 3. India Chapel, Elizabeth Croker.

Reproduced with the kind permission of Devon Archives and Local Studies Service.

The property passed to Charles Aldenburgh Benrinck in the mid
nineteenth century, who also purchased the lordship of the manor of Bovey
Tracey from William Courtenay, Earl of Devon. Bentinck demolished the
sixteenth-century house in 1850, and replaced it with the current house built
in a Gothic style, designed by David Mackintosh, an ecclesiastical architect
from Exeter (Indio was designated as a grade II listed building in 1986). The
Bentincks retained the house until ir was sold in 1939. Afrer use as a refugee
centre in WWII it became Indio Horticultural Training Gardens offering one
or two year courses. Since then, Indio has had various owners, and parr of
the estate was developed for housing and luxury holiday lodges in the late
cwenrierh-century."
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Evidence for early medieval settlement

An archaeological excavation in 1009 undertaken by Alex Famell for Exeter
Archaeology revealed one hundred and twenty-five sherds of post-medieval
pottery, and thirty-six sherds of local coarse-ware from the 1500s to the
early 1800s, hut none were early enough to suggest a medieval monastic
settlement. Alex Farnell, and Peter Weddell before him, concluded from
their archaeological findings and written sources that with the lack of both

early medieval pottery and other remains, Indio had been a grange farm of

Sr John's, as also confirmed by local historians in Somerset. Alex Farnell
considered that the reset granite columns in the grounds possibly came from
John Sourhcotr's earlier building. I'! So far no evidence has been found of any

water works, such as would have been have required to service a nunnery or
a priory at India, either topographical1y or archaeologically. Neither is there
any recorded evidence of granring of a state licence in the Calendar of Patent
Rolls, which james Bond tells us would have been a requirernenr. The only
evidence relating to the topography of Indio is one 'ancient' leat and a well
for the house. A further leat was dug in the eighteenth century for the pottery
works.v"

The bishops' registers

The bishops' registers are silent regarding a religious house in Bovey Tracey,
There were no bishops' visitations, and no representatives are recorded as
travelling to London c.l191 to take the oath in connection with Pope Nicholas

IV's taxation on religious houses." In 1334 Bishop Grandison reported that
Bovey Tracey and Morwenstow, both churches within the grants to Sr John's
Hospital, were ruinous and that the hospital was misusing the recrorial tithes
of these parishesY No specific mention is made of Indio, and its income was
not being used to help Bovey Tracey parish church. Furthermore, no reference

was made to any monks or nuns in Bovey Tracey, nor to any pensions being
paid following the dissolution of the monasteries. Neither was there any

record of an endowment from a patron, all of which suggests that that no

religious house existed at Indio.

The Legend of the nunnery

Visitors to Bovey Tracey can walk along Priory, Abbey Road, and Monks

Way. These however are a lJ twentieth-century appellations, and not based
on historical evidence." There are no field names to suggest any religious
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occupation in Bovey Tracey on the land Tax Assessment of 1770, or on the
Tithe Map of 1841, except Friar's field on \\?hitstone Farm, which "vas named
after a local family who owned i(.24- The only evidence cited in support of the
previous existence of a religious house are two medieval archways in Abbey
Road, one called Cromwell's Arch, and the other being part of a gateway into
the Baptist church precinct. The English Heritage Listed Building entry and
the Historic Environment Record describe them as medieval granite arches,
'Believed locally to be the remains of a monastery but no such institution is
known to have existed in the town"." Furthermore, English Heritage states
that, 'Tradition has linked Indio to a medieval priory or nunnery, but this
would seem not to be based on precise historical information', concluding that
there are no visible remains of any monastic buildings on the site. 2bThis is in
contrast to the three recorded nunneries in Devon - Canonslcigh, Cornworthy
and Polsloe - all of which have some parts of their buildings e:-:tantY Despite
a lack of evidence local guide books and the town council web-site perpetuate
rhe myth that there was a monastery or priory in the centre of Bovey Tracey,
and the books also refer to a nunnery at IndioY

The Valor Ecclesiasticus of 153S which valued religious holdings at the
rime of the dissolution made no mention of a priory or nunnery in Bovcy
Tracey. 2" John Lela nd, the first topographer of Devon, writing between 1538
and [547 also did not refer to a religious house in Bovcy Tracey.:" Thomas
\':-'estco[e in 1630 referred only to the Sourhcotr family seat at lndio. H Trisrram
Risdon, writing between 1605 and 1632 was the first to suggest that, 'Indio
was once a priory now the seat of Southcotr, Knight, where is built a fair
house'. ;2

\Xlith so many possibilities for evidence in patent rolls, bishops' registers,
wills and land leases, it is suspicious that the first, and unsubstantiated
reference we have to there being a religious house at India is as late as the
1600s. \XTilliam Dugdalc in his lvlolWSticol1 Anglicanum, written between
1655 and 1673, referred to Risdon's description bur thought it 'doubtful
as no particulars a re known of them'. ,; \,(;"ill iarn Jones in 1779 provided a
complete list of all the religious houses in Devon before the dissolution, yet he
made no mention of an}' in Bovey Tracey. ,-1 Tristram Risdon's tradition was
repeated by his near contemporary \'\?il1iam Pole (1.561-1635). \,\liJliam Pole's
work was built on and published by his descendant in 1791, staring 'Lndeboe

lietb in Boui Tracv, sometime <.1 priory'," Tristrarn Risdon and \Xrilliam
Pole's assertions were repeated by Richard Polwhele in his 1797 History of
Devonshire, although he raised doubts about the evidence, stating 'Monastic
House of Indio Priory, South Bovey, seat of the Southcotrs, says Risdon, there
are still a few remains; though not a distinct tradition in the neighbourhood.':"
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These 'remains' are possibly those referred to in AJcx Farnells archaeological
report. The reference to the lack of a distinct local tradition indicates that
evidence of a religious house was not strong.

Nineteenth-century historians questioned the truth of earlier assertions re
garding the location of a priory at Indio. Daniel and Samuel Lysons referred
to Risdon's description of Indio but stated that the existence of a priory was
doubtful.'- George Oliver in his 1840 study of church antiquities in Devon
noted that the parish church in Bovey Tracey had been presented to St John's
Bridgwater and that establishment also owned the land at India. He refuted
Pole and Risdon's claims about any priory at Indio and stated,

After diligent enquiry we believe this to he a complete error, from confusing

the property with (he priory or hospital itself at Bridgwater. If ir had been a

religious establishment. no doubt it would have been noted in the Registers of

the See of Exeter.':"

Later, in his 'Monasticon Dioceses Exoniensis', George Oliver presented a
comprehensive list of the records on all convents and monasteries in Devon
and unsurprisingly did not present evidence for a priory or nunnery in
Bovey Tracey.>? The Somerset historian, Thomas Holmes, writing in the
1911 Victoria Count)' History of Somerset, supported the conclusion made
by both Daniel and Samuel Lyson and George Oliver, that Tristrarn Risdon
and Richard Polwhele had been confused about the evidence, or rather the
lack it.!"

\'<'!e now turn to an American newspaper column of 1885 written by the
Bovey Tracey born emigrant, \'\lilliam Ellis. His romantic articles spun an
interesting picture of his native town in the style of gothic novels popular
at the time. They included legends of a priory at Hind Street and a nunnery
at India based on Risdon's erroneous speculations, and repeated by various
antiquarian authors since the 16305. These legends obtained a wider
circulation as a member of the local Hole family had Ellis's articles reprinted
in England in 1930. Unfortunately some later local authors assumed the
legends to be based on fact."

\Vhat about the nuns' walk?

One of the legends disseminated by William E\lis was of a double-hedged walk
being planted by the lord of the manor so that nuns from Indio could walk to
the parish church in privacy." The lord apparently did this to recompense the
nuns when he married one of their orphaned needle-workers, another gothic
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style ta le. Th is is the first published reference to such a path. Local hisroria ns
have repeated this legend. \Y./e know from the history of religious houses that
nuns would not have worshipped in the parish church unless their convent
was next to the church, and their section for worship was partitioned from the
rest of the congregation. It is inconceivable that cloistered nuns would walk a
considerable distance over marshy land to attend church several times a day
as required for their religious duties. They would have needed a dispensation
from the bishop to do this, as well as requiring a visiting or resident chaplain,
both of which would have generated recorded evidence." Joint use of a church
would also have given rise to disputes over rights to offerings, which sa ints to

celebrate and so on, and no such disputes are recorded."! The legend of nuns
walking to and from the parish church is implausible.

Lance Tregonning was the first author to print a map of the 'nuns' walk"
in his 1983 drawing of such a path from Indio to Drake's Lane. From there
the nuns would have had to progress along the main highway to reach the
church;" Maps from 1641 are extant for Bovey Tracer and show various
tracks between the fields, but not from Indio rowa rds the parish church :'h Both
S. D. Turron's archaeological assessment of Bovcy Tracey and the Heritage
Gateway entry, conclude that a track may once have extended northward
from Indio across the river which met up with Drake lane, at a right hand
turn;" A short portion of track, hedged either side, still exists and was part of
Buck's Lane but this did not extend to the river." Some local residents refer to
this hedge as proof of the nuns' walk.

So why did Lance Tregonning draw a 'nuns' walk? Possibly he based
his assumption on a sketch plan in the Hole papers c.1770 showing a rrack
south from the church called 'Church Path from Indio House to the Bovey
Trace)' Church'. This was drawn to support Steer's litigation in connection
with disputed access to Tracey's Pool." Leases for this land from 1701 make
no mention of such a path and only refer to owners having full access. This
suggests that it was an insignificant land access path which would not have
been double hedged as it would have split the field and prevented animal
and worker access to the various sections. 511 Also the names of fields between
India and the parish church - Deer Park, Alters, Flay Pit, Oaks, and Second
Moorhayes - do not suggest a significant path or any religious lIsage.

Conclusion

Indio is an example of a medieval grange farm held by a distant religious
house. The small income it provided for Sr John's Hospital indicates rhat in
its early history it was not a financial success. No evidence has yet been found
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to support the legend of an early monastic house at India. Local historians
had not checked their sources and so a long running myth was perpetuated,
which was widely appropriated to aggrandise the history of Bovcy Tracey.

Medieval ownership of the land by Sr John's Hospital Bridgwarer could have

led to the erroneous tradition that it was also a priory or nunnery. We know
that John Sourhcott, who built the first known house at Indio, had realised
a fortune from being the steward of Thomas Cromwcll and that he obtained
several monastic holdings in Devonshire, so perhaps an assumption was
made that one of his holdings in Hove)" Tracey was similarly religious. il After

the dissolution of the monasteries India became the scar of a governmenr
adrninisrraror, Later, in the eighteenth century it became part of the industrial

revolution when its entrepreneurial owner established a pottery business on

the site. Part of the India estate was later developed for housing and holiday
lodges, and the main house has now returned to its earlier, peaceful life as
a family residence. The legend of India's early history as a nunnery, runs on
despite (he overwhelming evidence against it.
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Four Neglected Pixy-Led
Sources from Devon

SIMON YOUNG

To be pixy-led was to be tricked by the pixies into getting lost: a form of
fairy magic that can be paralleled elsewhere in Britain and, indeed, abroad,
but that is particularly associated with the south west of England. There are
dozens of sources describing this experience for Devon and, to a lesser extent,
for Cornwall and Somerset, the vast majority of these dating to the nineteenth
and early twentieth century.' The author offers the following four notes to

deal with neglected and, in some cases, difficult texts for pixy-led folklore:
namely, a seventeenth-century survey, t\\70 seventeenth-century poems, and a
now lost eighteenth-century manuscript. All deserve a wider public.

1. Thomas Westcore, A View of Deuonshire c.1630

Thomas \X'estcote was a native of Shobrooke and an important early south
western antiquarian. His works on Devon and the noble lines of the county
were not published in his lifetime. But in 1845, at Exeter (under the Roberts
imprint), the Reverend George Oliver published \Xfestcore's manuscript (with
numerous annotations) as A View of Deuonshire ill MDCXXX with a
Pedigree of .Most of its Gentry. \Xresrcote is to the best of my knowledge (and
that of the Oxford Englisb Dictionary), the first author to be recorded using
the word 'pi xy' as a free-standing word." He also, in a passage on the \X/est
Devon parish of Gidleigh, makes an unmistakable reference to being pixy-led:
though the locution 'to lead you in a pi xy-path' is without para lIel in later
wrirmg.

cD 20 J6 The Devon His tor!" Society
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Passing from Chagford we are travelling to The [sic] moor to find Gidlegh

[sic]' where, if we take nor great heed, we may soon wander and stray, and

so make longer stay in this coarse place than we willingly would; and,

peradventure, J shall by some he thought to lead you in a pixy-path by telling

an old tale, and yet perchance new to you, of one ~\'!arrine, Duke and Earl of

Cornwall , scc.:

Gidleigh is located deep in Dartmoor, an area traditionally associated with

pixy-led travellers." However, \X'esrcote here is nor stating that the area had
a reputation for being pixy-led, but, rather, that his 'tall tale' may he read as
an attempt to pixy-lead the reader. Of course, the jump from describing rhe
wandering traveller and Westcotc's pixy-led metaphor might have depended
on or been suggested by a local reputation for 'rnazed' travelers, but this
is beyond proof. As A View has largely been passed over by folklorists it
would be interesting to note here a second pixy, or at least fairy reference in
Westcote's work. 'i This is, to the best of my knowledge, the first reference to
Cl fairy tradition (as opposed to fairy imagery for Gidleigh) from Devon. \XJe
might wonder whether the locals called these 'fairies' pixies.

\'\'e a re now come to the Fee of \X!ink ley, of which many hold land; now

called the Fee of Gloucester, being sometime in the possession of the Earls

of Gloucester. It is a large parish but a very little hundred, being so of

itself. It might sometimes vaunt of two castles, whose ruins yet show, but

overgrown with tall trees: of which there is yet, by tradition, many a pretty

tale remembered of dragons and fairies: but you have heard of some such

elsewhere and therefore we will pass them,"

This 'we will pass them' is frustrating. \'Vestcote at no other point refers to

'fairies' and so we might suppose that it is an earlier mention of dragons that

he is remembering here ('YOll have heard of some such elsewhere')." It would
be foolish to ovcrthink this brief extract, hut Devon dragons were often
associated with treasure, which was often associated with mounds or ruins:
might it be that the dragons and perhaps the fairies were connected to the two
castles, perhaps even one to each?"

H. Robert Herrick, Hesperides, 1648

The Caroline poet, Robert Herrick was not horn in Devon, he was a Londoner.
But, from 1639 (aged 38) to 1647, and again from 1660 until his death in
1674, he was the vicar of Dean Prior on the edge of Dartmoor. His time our
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It It

of office was the result of Royalist affiliations in the Civil War. 9 Herr ick's
major work of poetry Hesperides was published in 1648 and includes poems
describing the supernatural, spells, rural calendar customs and one verse
about being 'pixy-led'.

If yc fcare to be <1 ff rig hred

When ye are (by cha nee) bernghtcd:

In your Pocket for a trust,

Curie nothing bur a Crust:

For that holy piece of Bread,

Charmes rhe danger, and the dread."

Bread, as we shall also sec in our next note, was apparently an antidote to
being pixy-led in early modern Devon;" and 'benighted' is a word commonly
applied, in the nineteenth century, to those who have been misled by the
pixies.':' The difficulty is that we cannot be sure that Hcrrick is referring to
Devon here or, indeed, in other folklore poems such as his verses on 'the hag'
or the taking down of Christmas decorations.':' The problem in assigning
folklore customs in Herrick's poetry to Devon is essentially two-fold. First,
Hesperides includes almost twelve hundred poems, only a tiny minority of
which can be dated with any degree of certainty; assigning a poem to his rime
in London or Devon is not, then, typically possible. Even if a poem can be
dated to the Devon years this does not mean that the material in the poem,
was inspired by Dean Prior. Second, we have simply (00 little folklore material
from Britain at that date to match Herrick's materia I with a given locale or,
for that matter, to give anything more than the crudest regional profiles.

Some authors have gone further and have suggested that there arc positive
reasons for rejecting a sourh-wesrern connection between Herrick 's folk
poems and Devon. It has been claimed, for example, that Herricks fairies
bear scarce resemblance to the pixies or fairies of the South \\?est. This must
be dismissed. When Hcrrick writes about fairies he does so in two very
different keys: first, in three mannered, whimsical 'dainty' poems about fairy
courts, concentrating on the minuteness of the fairy world; then, second, in a
series of earthy, folklore poems that describe human relations with fairies.':'
No reader of Herrick's poems could fail to notice rhe difference between these
t\\TO styles. The first has its origins in the miniaturising of fairies that began (at
least in literature) with j\rlidsummer Night"s Dream and that has transcended
folklore; the second is grounded squarely in popular tradition."

A Victorian writer may give us an important (if vague) due that folk
material from Dean Prior did find its way into the Hesperides. The Reverend
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M. Howlett, in 1853, described a visit to Dean Prior: 'It is worth mentioning,
too,' wrote Howletr, 'that many of the spells, charms and bits of folk-lore that
are scattered through [Herrick's] volumes, are still to be found in the parish,
and in a flourishing condition.'!I' What were these spells, charms and bits of
folklore? There are several charm poems in Hesperules including: bread being
placed beneath a child's pillow as a form of protection; a knife protecting a
child in bed; a witch-catching charm; a form of protection for stablers against
the hag; a wad being placed in a \'.'0all en jacket to end love; a charm for
crossing buns; and one for morning ablurions." There is only a single poem
entitled 'a spell" describing baking against 'the evil sprite', which includes beJI
ringing as a form of holy protection, something that can certainty be found
in West Country sources. IS Thinking again of 'If ye feare to be affrighted'
Dartmoor is the part of Britain most associated with being pixy-led. We
know, too, that Dean Prior had a lively oral culture, not least because of the
details about Herrick that survived there in folk memory among a largely
illiterate popularion: he, it was claimed in the nineteenth century, had taught
a pig to drink from a tankard and once threw sermon notes at his inattentive
congregation.!" This is all admittedly a long way from proof. Bur it would
be foolish for scholars to disregard the possibility that Herrick is one of our
earliest witnesses to Devon's folklore.

Ill. Christopher Clobery: 'The forraign Anchoritc', 1659

Christopher Clobery was a Devon author who wrote Divine Glimpses of ,1

Maiden lvluse: Being Various Meditations and Epigrams Oil Several Subjects.
\\?ith a Probable Future Cure of Our Present Epidemical MalL1d)'; If the

Means Be Not Toa Long Neglected, a series of religious poems published
in London in 1659. Clobery was resident in Devon when he wrote the book,
probably at Bradstone in West Devon, the family seat of the Clobcrys.?" (an
old Devon family with three bats on their coat of arrnsr." Chrisropher may
have been the elder brother of John Clobery, a favourite of Charles II and an
associate of General .Monck, that is the John Clobery who became an Ml' for
Launceston and was buried at Winchester. 22 W'e have few other biographical
details about this author, but he was apparently born c.1611 to another John
Clobery at Bradstone, He went to school at Marystow and was admitted to

Sidney Sussex College, Cambridge in 1626 and went on to work at the Inner
Temple in 1628.2

'< The Cloberys were Royalists: but Chrisropher was, on the
evidence of his poetry, something of a Puritan. Nor was this mere posturing
at the end of the Commonwealth. His volume is dedicated to the Puritan
poet George Wither, with whom Clobery had had a passing acquaintance
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and it is difficult to believe that the poems are insincere.I" His death date is
uncertain but a will is recorded for one Christopher Cloberry [sic] in 1677 at
Bradsrone, 2,

In his Diuine Glimpses Christopher Clobcry included a pair of linked
poems, one entitled The [orraign Al1chorite and the other entitled The
domes tick A ncborite. 2" The firsr describes a visit by the poet (0 what was
once an anchcritc's cave. It is unclear whether this cave was in Britain or
abroad: a foreign anchorite (perhaps early medieval Irish) could have lived
in Britain, of course. But Clobery is critical of the 'popery' behind the
anchoritc's beliefs. The second poem includes, instead, the conceit that a
modern Englishman is an anchorite trapped within his own body. For present
purposes the second poem can be disregarded. The first poem, though, is
of paramount importance for south-western fairy belief, because it has the
earliest reference in the Oxford English Dictionary for 'pixy-led' (as opposed
to a locution suggesting the same as is found in W'cstcote, 'to lead you in a
pixy-path'). It offers more, though, than terminology and includes a rich and
convincing cache of pixy-lore. The relevant two verses are included here for
context. The original has been followed exactly in terms of capitalisation,
italics, orthography and punctuation. Note that ignes fatui (plural) are will 0'

the wisps.

7) Thy li te retir'd augments but their vai n-glorics,

VVho laught at thee (in secret), a 11 the while ;

Thy [airie Eluc«. who thee misled with stories

Into the mire, rhen at thy folly smile,
Yea, clap their bands for joy. Were I us'd so,
I would shake hands with them, and turn their [oc.

8) Old counrrey folk, who pixie-leading fear,

Bear bread about them, to prevent that harm:

Do thou the bread of life about thee bear,
God's purest word, and that rhose fiends will charm;

Thar splendid light will chase false lights away,

As ignes fatui flie from Sol's bright day-

Verse seven and eight have pixy content. Reaching behind the extended anti
papal metaphor here: (i) the 'fairie elves' (a common early modern coupling)
decide to mislead the traveller;" (ii) they lead the traveller into the mire; (iii)
after having done so they smile and clap; (iv) bread is a protection against
being misled; (v] the ignis fatui is often associated with being pixy-led; and
(vi) the pixies arc described in Puritan style as 'fiends'. What is remarkable
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about the first five points is how closely they correspond to the idea of heing

pixy-led as it emerges in the far more numerous sources of two hundred years
later. Again and again, pixy-leading ends with the mire." The pixies are said
to clap and laugh (rather than smile).29 Very often the ignis fatui is either at

the centre of the pixy-led experience or tacked on at the end.:" In fact, the only
surprising detail here is the bread. Nineteenth-century travellers had various

precautions against pixy-charms including: turning clothes, shouting a name,
and sitting down and undressing. Only one nineteenth-century south-western

account gives any hint of bread being employed as a protection against the
pixies and that is against children being changed.'! However, the detail is
credible given that bread is used against fairies elsewhere in Britain and,

indeed. further afield. Not least it is used, as we have seen above, by another
near contemporary writer, with links to Devon, Roberr Hcrrick.

It might not be out of place to nore another pixy reference in Puritan
poetry, this time from Gilbert Thomas' Tbrenode: Of, Englands Passing
Bell, (I Poem (London, 1679), a jeremiad demanding repentance, in a section
entitled 'Romanzi', Thomas had no \'V'est Country connection. He was horn
and spenr much of his life in Shropshire." One of the mysteries of pixy-lore is

the geographical spread of early modern pixy helief.

The other whom by his discourse I t alee

To he.a Country-man, reply did make:

It is observ'd, said he, though hut by few,

\'lie never rh riv 'd since that BIL1ck Bartbolomeu; ,
Then pluckt we out ou r Eyes. and thought to see

By a Canonical Opbtbalnustr».

But now wc'r into Ditch, who ever'( were

That led us thus: DU( hark merhink I hear

The Pixie laugh; bur we shall cry (I doubt,

Or something worse) before we scramble out.:4

IV. A Devon Gloss, c.1750

In 1846 james Orchard Halliwell in his Dictionary of Prouincial and
Archaic \l;lords set himself the task of explaining the word 'pixy". His entry

is unremarkable save for a quotation with which Halliwcll finishes his
exposmon.

Pyxie-led, to be in a maze, to be bewilder'd, as if led out of the way' by
hobgoblin, or puck, or one of the fairies; [he cure is to turn one of your
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ga rrnents the inside outward, which gives a person rime to recollect himself:

the way to prevent it, some say, is for a woman to turn her cap inside outward,
that the pixies may have no power over her, and for a man to do the same

with some of his clothes, ~IS Devon Gllosses]."

45

The mysterious source for this quotation is explained at some length In

Halliwell's introductory section for Devon:

My principa I gu ide. however, for the dialectical words of rh is COUl1f\"

[i.e. Devon] is a large 1\/15. Collection stated in Mr. Thomas Rodd's Catalogue

of 1\155: for J845 (No. 276) to have been written by Dr. \1 illes, Dean
of Exeter, and quoted in this work as Dean Milles' MS. I have been since

informed that it was compiled by the late Rev, Richard Hole, but in either
case its integrity and value arc undoubted.';"

In Rodd's Catalogue of Manuscripts 0~ Ancient Deeds for 1845 we read, in
fact, that the folios were entitled Horae Subsecii-te, siue Additamenta quiedam
Vocum plerunique Topicarum ad Franc . [unii EtY1110logicu111 Anglicanum
editum ab Eduardo Lye, by 'M iller (Jer., Dean of Exeter)' and that Rodd "vas
selling them for £4 145 6d. Rodd goes on to write: 'This is a very curious and
valuable work, particularly rich in words peculiar to the western counties,
and illustrating local customs, usages, popular superstitions, sports, &c."~

'We have, then, a now missing Devonian dialect list in manuscript. The
manuscript was written either by Jeremiah Milles (ob. 1784) or by Richard
Holc.:" If Richard Hole was the rector of Faringdon and Inwardleigh who
was born in 1746 and died in 1803, '" and if we can trust Halliwell that either
Milles or Hole were the authors, then we can be confident in ascribing a mid
to late eighteenth-century or very early nineteenth-century date to this text.
It was written, then, some thirty to eighty years before the first substantial
nineteenth-century reference to being pixy-led in Croker."" It is certainly
the same as the Hora: subseciuae quoted by Wright in his Englisb Dialect
Dictionary for Devon words, and dated to 1777: under Pixy, the sentence 'the
cure is to turn one of your garments' is ascribed to this text with the same
wording as in Halliwell's collection."

As to the contents of this gloss, there are two noteworthy points. \'I!e sec
the first reference here to turning clothes from the South West. The gender
differentiation is unusual. Presumably it was seen as unseemly for a woman to
remove her clothing; or was it simply more difficult to take off female atrire?~2

Also there is the interesting aside that the ritual turning 'gives a person time
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to recollect himself', an astute explanation for the efficacy of later attempts to

resist the pixies with turned pockets, sitting, undressing and other strategies.

Not a single nineteenth-century author discussing being pixy-led, at least

none known to me, makes this useful point.

Conclusion

The four pixy-led sources examined in this article lead to two important

conclusions. First, folklorists, in their enthusiasm to record and explain

traditions, beliefs and customs have sometimes been guilty of nor doing

sufficient work in the archives. Only one of these four sources, the poem by
Herrick, has appeared in writing on Devon folklore; ironically enough the

one source that is not certainly from the county, It is probable that further

sources await discovery and that the history of pixy-leading can be further

enriched by a thorough scrutiny of early modern texts. Second, anyone

familiar with nineteenth-century pixy-led literature 'Nil! be struck, reading
these four sources, with the remarkable continu ity of tradition over the

two hundred years. The description, for example, that Clobery gives is in
a tortured poetic diction, bur he details the same sequence of events (being

rnazed, falling into the ditch, pixy laughing and clapping, the appearance of

will-ovthc-wisp) that appear again and again in Victorian accounts. The only

evident discontinuity that we find in these sources are the two references (only

one of wh ich certainly refers [0 Devon) to bread acti ng as protection against

pixies, something for which there is no nineteenth-century evidence from the

South West.
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George Montagu of Kingsbridge
and Lackham: Georgian Soldier,

Naturalist and Libertine

TONY PRATT

This paper seeks to re-examine the life and work of George Monragu 11753
1815), a \XTiltshire-born man who spent much of his life in Devon.' He is best
remembered as an eminent naturalist, and early Fellow of the Linnean Society,
but there was far more to him than that. Monragu was a fascinating figure
who was actively involved in the momentous events of the later eighteenth
century, and his military career was no less controversial than his private life,

George Monragu was born in 1753 at his family's ancestral estate of
Lackharn, situated between the small \X/ilrshire marker towns of Lacock and
Chippenharn.? He was the ninth of the 13 children of lames and Elizabeth
Montagu, and descended from Henry Montagu, first Earl of Manchester."
Little is known of Montagu's early life, although personal records reveal that
he attended Urch font school, near Devizes.:' In 1773, aged 20, he ma rried
Ann Courtcnay,:' the niece of the third earl of Bute, Prime Minister during
the reign of George m," It is possible that they eloped to Gretna Green.
Prior to his marriage, Montagu had joined the 15th Regi ment of Foot, ~ and
in December 1775 he was promoted, by purchase, to Captain on the same
day that the regiment was ordered to America during the American \X/ar of
Independence (1775-1783)." The 1S'~ arrived in North Carolina on 5 Mav
1776,;'1 Ann stayed with the Montagu's at Lackham during this separation and
it was here that she ga\'e birth to their first child, Georgc Conway Courrcnay
Monragu .11
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At this time four members of the Lackham Montagu's were stationed
in North America: George Monragu with the 15th Regiment of Foot; his
uncle, Admiral John Montagu, who was commanding the British Navy in
the Colonies (he was an eye-witness to the Boston Tea Parry);':' and Georgc's
cousins, Captains John and lames Montagu, the sons of Admiral John
.Montagu. During 1776 the L')rh Regiment of Foot was involved in a number
of battles, including those at Fort Washington, l' Brandywi ne, Rbode Island,
Charlesron, and Germantown." George Montagu retired from the regiment
on 11 November 1777. 15 It was while he was in America that he first started
his work as a naturalist - initially 'by shooting any of the more interesting
American birds'." This was not necessarily from a desire to slaughter the
wildlife - before the invention of binoculars or effective telescopes, shooting
birds and animals was the only way to observe them closely.

After he returned to England Georgc Montagu and Ann lived at Rowde
in \Viltshire, where, in 1780, their daughter Eleanora Anne was born,"
followed by Fredcrick Conway Courrenay in 1783Y In 1786, rhe family
moved to Surrendell, part of an estate near Chippenharn owned by George's
maternal family, moving two years later to Easton Grey," where their second
daughter Louisa was baptised.I'' Following his return from the American
colonies George joined the \XTiltshire Militia as a Major" and in 1791 was
promoted to Lieutenant Colonel and command of the regiment. 22 The
following year he published his first book, The Sportsman's Dircctcny.:
followed by several ornithological publications. He was elected a Fellow of
the prestigious Linnacan Society of London in 1795, only seven years after it
was formed, which would suggest that that he was already much respected as
a naturalisr.I''

George .Montagu then fell in love with another woman, Mrs Elizabeth
Dorville, and subsequently left his wife and their six children to live with
her. They met at a family wedding in 1794.:' He 'formed a deep and
lasting attachment to [her], the wife of a city merchant, a woman of talent
and education, who made beautiful drawings for his books'." Forming
attachments with other women was one thing, bur a husband was expected 'ro
keep his indecorous activities (... ) separate from his marriage';" Living openly
with a (married) mistress was considered to be scandalous and inevitably had
repercussions. Their first child, Henry Dorville.." was born in about 1796. He
was baptised, with his sister Anna Elizabeth," in 1798.30 Elizabeth's husband,
John Dorville, was a business partner of her father, and they had three children
before she separated from him to live with Monragu.:" It was certainly her
idea, and John Dorvil!e referred to it as an 'unhappy separation'."

Jarnes Montagu, George's elder brother, died in 1797. He had never
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married and in his v.... ill,n dated 6 September 1792, he set up trustees to run
the estate and handle bequests.

The capital messuage or mansion house at Lackharn aforesaid 1...J upon trust

to and for the use and on behalf of my dear brother George Monragu Esq
Lt Colonel in His ,\Iajesties \X'iltshire regiment of Militia during his natural

life. ,"

However, this was changed in a codicil made on 4 July 1797, only t\\IO weeks
before his burial, which stated that 'My brother George Montagu shall
not live or reside in my Mansion House at Lackham unless he shall so live
with his wife', which she refused to do.'s Only a few months later three of
the officers in the Wiltshire Militia (Captains Awdry, Houlron and Phayre)
brought Colonel Georgc Montagu before a courr martial on six counts of
abusing his position as Commanding Officer. The Court Martial was held in
Plymouth, where the regiment was stationed, between 28 September and J5"
October 1797. Monragu was found guilty and dismissed from the regiment
'For conduct derogatory to his situation as Field Commanding Officer of the
Regiment' and that his actions were 'not consistent with the need for good
order and harmony within the Regiment';" It is possible that the opprobrium
over his association with Elizabeth Dorvillc was at the root of this action,
although the court charges dealt with actions that were apparently intended
to 'split the Mess of the Regiment and SO\v discord amongst its officers'. The
Court dismissed one of the charges." Evidence presented in court revealed
that .Montagu had threatened TO resign from the regiment following changes
to Militia organisation, an issue he remained bitter about, In a later letter to
Lord Forrescue, the Lord Lieutenant of Devon, he stated 'most certainly I was
strongly against the reduction of the Militia adopted by Min isters as leading
to the destruction of that constitutional body'." Clearly, he believed that his
opposition to these changes were to blame for his lost command, maintaining
that his 'great zeal fat the constitution of my country was the cause of my

being displaced from a situation I held under a Royal Master I revered and
served with enthusiastic fidelity"."

Following his dismissal from the Wiltshire Militia, George Montagu
moved to Knowle House, near Kingsbridge, Devon,~i) where Elizabeth
Dorville had been resident for three years.:" Their youngest daughter,
Arabella, was born at Kingsbridge in 1801 Y During that year rioting broke
out all around Montagu's Devon home and in much of the rest of Devon,
Cornwall and Somerset - events in which he became involved in his capacity
as a magistrate. Food shortages, and the rioting occasioned by them, were not
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uncommon but the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century was a period
of particular unrest, due to crop failures and food shortages exacerbated by
the Napoleonic \X7a rs.4

_" Lord Fortescue, as Lord Lieutenant of the county,

instructed magistrates to swear in local people as additional constables to

preserve Jaw and order." Monragu's response highlighted the problems he
faced personally. He stated that even if he paid the exorbitant price of 'a
guinea a bushel' he could not get his own family supplied with grain. He was
'subject to have recourse to a baker under no regulation of a price and with

difficulty can procure a sufficiency [of bread only] by favors'."
Montagu was resistant to local people such as farmers or merchants being

given positions of power, Not only were they "in a great measure ... the
cause of the existing distress of the poor', but, more importantly in his view,
'only those whose education has produced reason and reflection' should be

given the power to act. He suggested that the Magistracy and 'people of
property' should appoint suitable others from the 'middling classes to aid in

the preservation of peace' as 'only a mutual support of men of property can

avert the storm'. Monragu went on to describe the sequence of events which
had led to public disorder in his own locality, and although he was adamant
that the scenario he described did offer a solution, he considered the remedy
to be 'worse than the disease';

The lower order of people had pu blicly decla red their intention to arrange

themselves and compel the farmers to hring their grain to market at a very

reduced price, if they did not of their own accord supply the markets at a

price within the reach of their ci rcurnsta nces. The farmers d id not attend to

this threat and the people, aided by the Volunteers, put their threat so far

into execution as to assemble and visit the farm houses in 3 body & compel

them to sign a paper on the communion table of their local parish church to

bring their grain to market and sell it at half the original price and on the

following ma rker day a considerable quanriry was hroughr and sold at the

price of compulsion}" Mark the consequence- a complete drain of the county

must follow as the farmers arc gening rid of their grain as fast as possible by
wholesale to corn dealers etc. for exportation and probably a top price than

before rather than expose it to the mercy of the dissatisfied mob and I would

venture to believe that before the next harvest rhe greatest distress will prevail

throughout these pa rrs."

Monragu formed a dim view of the local Volunteer force and warned that
they needed to be watched:
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I do not mean (0 insinuate that all the Volunteers a re equally dangerous to

the constitution but the greatest parr of them are not only not to be depended

on under the present circumstances bur appear to he dangerous where they

arc chosen from the lower class ... we have seen these people have from a

knowledge of their power have been the promoters and instigators of riot:"

5S

He was not entirely unsympathetic to the plight of the poor, and he saw the
removal of grain by the merchants as being a major problem, referring to

their warehouses, known to be full of grain, as 'the nefarious stores of the
factors'."

Monragu's plan re recruit additional recruits drawn from 'the middling
sons' was not taken up, but the situation was eventually brought under control,
partly by moving large numbers of regular troops into the Southwest - 'the
total force in the western district, south of Bridgwarer and west of Sherborne
numbered 8,000 men, of whom 2,000 were cavalry or artillery', ;(\ Some of
Montagu's old comrades were deployed locally during a riot at Plymouth
Dock (Exmourb) on 31 March 1801. After an appeal by the magistrates for
military assistance 'detachments of the picqucts from the Wiltshire and First
Devon Militia, along with a squadron of the Queen's Bays, were immediately
sent into the rown'i" As it turned out the only action they had to take was
to form a cordon preventing the rioters from reaching their goal, but serious
force was almost used: 'several field pieces loaded with grape and cannister

were brought, 11 nknown to [the rioters], to bea r upon them'. '2 Monragu's poor
opinion of the Volunteers seems to have been justified; at Kingsbridge the
privates considered themselves sworn only ro serve the King and nor to assist
magistrates. Thirty-two of the fifty were dismissed on the parade ground, i.,

and these men were required to parade again the following day in order to
'deliver up their Clothes, Arms and Accoutrements' and were dismissed from
the Corps. '-l

Despite his problems with the \X/iltshire Militia George Montagu was still
useful to the government later on when his military skills were in demand to
resist a foreign, rather than a domestic threat:

Napoleon's Grand Army, massing on the cliffs of Boulogne in 1803, waited

only a fair wind [0 cross the channel to invade England. The Royal Navy, too,

waited, And Col. Monragu raised a regiment of Yeomanry at Kingsbridgc to

repel invaders."

George was in command of the Devon Guides for Napoleonic Defence;" He
told his friend and correspondent, lames Sowerby, ,- that 'Armaments and
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thoughts of invasion engross the mind in these turbulent times (... ) I have
been overpowered in persuasion to agree to the extensive command of the
Corps of Guides of South Devon'i "

Although George Monragu had a lifelong interest in the natural world,
it was only after he retired from the military and settled in Devon that
he starred serious work as a naturalist, 'preferring to live a secluded life
spending his days beating through thin brushwood to identify the song of a
woodwren or digging up worms from the mud of the estuary at Kingsbridge
or dredging in Tor Bay'." He was active in many fields, and his first book on
Natural History, the Crrnitbological Dictionary (1802), was respected both
in Britain and internationally."? His work on birds was a life-long interest.
In 1808 Montagu was proposed for Fellowship of the Royal Society, but his
proposal was ha lloted, 'and rejected'r" It seems likely that his association
with Elizabeth Dorville was once again the reason for his disappointment. In
the same year he described Falco cineraceus and F. pagargus, and, in another
paper, showed conclusively that they were one and the same species. He did
this, not by considering the views of previous naturalists as was usual at the
time, bur by raising chicks of both species from a few days old until they were
mature, when it was clear they were the same species." It is noteworthy that
the same edition of the Linnean Society Transactions included another paper
by Montagu on bats, proving t\VO species to be distinct from one another
that had previously been thought ro be just one." He noted that he had seen
some of the bars at a cow byre at l.ackham and more in Devonshire, which
he had been able to take home and study in detail, as he preferred to do,
rather than rely on other authorities. Montagu published a Supplement to the
Ornithological Dictionary in 1813, which included many new observations.
His scientific and observational approach to natural history, whilst not
completely new, was rare at the time and hugely important. After Montagu's
death, the French ornithologist I.ouise Jean Paul Viellor named a migratory
bird of prey'Montagu's Harrier' in his honou r,

Montagu's second natural history book, Testacea Brittantce was
published, only a year after the Dictionarv; in 1803. He named many
new species, for example the very rare Helicella canti.tnna and Hygronii«
[usca, and he discovered Clausili laminata biplicuta at Easton Grey. Much
of his shell collection is now held by the Royal Albert Memorial M useum
in Exeter. Montagu was also passionately inrercsred in British marine life,
alongside terrestrial shells he also investigated marine molluscs and he named
M)'rteL1 spinifera, Caecu1/1 glabrum and Cbrysallida dessucata, among rna ny

othcrs.:" He sometimes found his marine specimens in unexpected locations,
for example 'he was surprised to discover that one of the easiest wavs of
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obtaining northern lucine (Lucinonw borealisi specimens was in the fields
near Falrnouth, onto which farmers routinely dumped seaweed as fertiliser'."

George Montagu died of lockjaw on 12 June 1815 after stepping on a
rusty nail. A harrowing account of what happened was written by Elizabeth
Dorville." In his will, addressed as both 'Lackharn , Wilts and Knowle,
Devon', be bequeathed the \X!iltshire property CO his wife Ann and all
remaining property and possessions 'to my beloved friend Elizabeth Dorville
as an acknowledgement for the very great assistance she has given me in my
pursuits of natural bistory'."- The will was probated 27 July 1815 to Elizabeth
Dorville,

Clearly, George Montagu was a trailblazer in the study of natural history.
He was one of the earliest members of the Linnean Society and corresponded
with the eminent naturalists of his day.:" His pioneering studies and diverse
interests were highlighted in his obituary in The Naturalist:" David Ellisron
AHen suggests that:

H is great contribution was to establish scrupulous standa rds in the acceptance

of evidence which for many years were not to be surpassed. This was precisely
what [natural history] needed at that particular stage in its history: a man

without blinkers, prepared ro charge about the country making certain of his

facts by looking at rhem with his own cyes.-o

George Montagu made observations not only in Devon, but all over the United
Kingdom.- ' Charles Darwin said that 'few more careful observers ever lived
than Monragu'," and he quoted from Montagu's works in several places in
The Descent of Mall. A fitting tribute to a versatile and colourful character,
who 'played a not insignificant role in the development of modern biology'."
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satistaissantc' {It is a good idea to make ornithology more popular, as it were,

by presenting it in an agreeable and cOI1\'Cn ient form so that every reader can

learn according to the occasion and in a short rime, what is important TO know.
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1\,[ Monragu has completed this task in a clear and satisfying manner). "In 180.i

the French Republic was still using the French Revolutionary Calendar. Prairial
ran from 20 May to 19 June.

61 _ The Roya I Soc iery, [CIl 807/15. <https:llcollcctions. mya Isociery.org/DServc.

exc ?dsqI n i=Dsern:. in i&dsqr\ pp:=Archivc&:dsqCmd=Show. tcl&:dsqDh=Cata log
&dsqPos=O&dsq Search=(~,~28Rcfl'io(~;'3Dr>o27ec~o2F1807';;,2F1sr~;,27°/;\29>,

acccsscd 6 July 2015. Montagu's proposal for The Roya I Society reads:

Gcorge Monragu Esqe of Kings Bridge in the County of Devon a Gendema n

well versed in many Branches of Natural k nowlcge s: known by His publications

particularly by his Ornithological Dictionary & the Testacca Briranica being

desi rous of bei ng Elected a Fellow of the Royal Society we the undersigned trom

our personal knowlcgc rccomend [sic] him as deserving thar Honor &: likely to

be a valuable & useful ~lcll1hcr.
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187 1), vol. ii, 368
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282.
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Tony Pratt first went to Lackham on teaching practice while undertaking a
post graduate Certificate in Education in 1990, and has been researching the
history of the Lackham estate for more than 20 years. He is the Honorary
Estate Historian, and works there as a member of the gardening team. He has
written many articlcs on the h istory of \'</ilrshire.
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Saint George's Chapel, Windsor,
and South Molton Parsonage in
The Eighteenth and Nineteenth

Centuries

JEREMY SIMS

For three centuries the Dean and Canons of Sr Georgc's Chapel Windsor had
a proprietary interest in the rectory or parsonage of South Molten, North
Devon, and the extensive lands with which it was endowed. It was one of a
number of properties which passed into the hands of the Dean and Canons
during the reign of Edward VI. Although the Dean and Canons' title to this
parricular property did not go unchallenged in the sixteenth century, the
parties involved finally came to cl mutually acceptable arrangement late in
the reign of Queen Elizabeth I, which was enshrined in an Act of Parliament
passed early in 1598. By this Act a long lease of the parsonage was granted to
Arthur Hacche, with the reversion being confirmed to the Dean and Canons
of Windsor, and Hacchc and his successors would have sublet the tithes at a
profit.' Indeed, a memorandum of 1700, preserved in the muniments of Sr
George's Chapel, indicates that a successor, Thomas Hacche, had sublet the
tithes to one Hannah Clotworthy for the previous twenty years at fifty pounds
per annum. That lease was surrendered in 1700 and a new twenty-one rear
lease granted to the original lessee's successor, another Arthur Hacche. This
was the first of a succession of twenty-one year leases of the property which
would be effected during the eighteenth and the first half of the nineteenth
centunes.:

© 1016 The Devon History Society
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In the new lease the Dean and Canons reserved from the property
dernised, all timber 'and timber-like trees', all fees which might be payable to

the parish priest for baptisms, marriages and churching of women, and the
right of presentation ro the living of the parish on any vacancy occurring after
Michaelmas 1717. \ The lessee was to be responsible for keeping all buildings
within the demised land and the chancel of the church of South Molten in
repair, to pay thirty pounds a year towards rhe stipend of the curate of South
Molten and to provide board and lodging for the Dean or other officer of
St George's Chapel, with his servant and horses, for three days and three
nights every year, upon visiting the parish." The terms of this lease were to
be followed in virtually every respect in all the leases of the parsonage which
were to be granted over the next century and a half.

The assets of the South 1\'101ton rectory consisted of the glebe, the area
of land which belonged to the parish church, and which the incumbent was
allowed to cultivate, and a Iso the right to receive the tithes of the parish. In
1624, relatively early into the term granted by the statute of 1598, the value of
the parsonage - that is, of the glehe, the buildings and the right to the tithes
- was in the region of four hundred pounds per annum. c Perhaps this was
an over-estimate or perhaps the value of the lands declined somewhat over
the following century or so, because in 1713, soon after the surrender of the
statutory lease, there had been a great reduction in the value. A survey of the
glebe lands of South Molron was made and sworn to by a jury of local men,
which declared the gross value of the glebe at only £135 12s 6d and the tithe
was stated CO be worth no more than one hundred and fifty pounds." From [he
total of some ['NO hundred and eighty-five pounds deductions had CO be made;
for the rent payable to the Dean and Canons, poor rates and highway rates,
constables' rate, militia rate, repairs to buildings and fences, the stipend to the
curate, and other outgoings. Even allowing for all these, the glebe land was still
an important component of the parsonage property, but its actual size was the
subject of some quite varied assessments. In 1700 it was said to be 168·% acres
in a rea,- but by the rime of a survey in 1713.John Hacche, the then lessee, at
first agreed with the Dean and Canons that it was, according to his records,
in excess of two hundred acres, but afterwards claimed it was only 155 acres."
Valuarions of the parsonage later in the eighteenth century differed again in
the assessments of the glebe. Not only were the measurements probably not
taken with the accuracy which would be demanded today, but they were all
made by men with a vested interest in enlarging or diminishing the true value
of the lands. Some of the estimates were indeed wildly inaccurate. The survey
carried out by the Tithe Commission in 1839, which would no doubt have
been undertaken more impartially and probably with the use of more accurate
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methods of su rvcy, pur the a rea of the glebe at over 232 acres.') However,

surveyors acting for the Ecclesiastical Commissioners in 1868, calculated the

glebe to be somewhat larger, at just over 242 acres.'?
leaving aside the discrepancies over the actual area of the glebe and the

apparent drop in the annual value of the property during the century or so of

the statutory lease, there can be no doubt that the parsonage was a valuable

asser for the Dean and Canons of \'<"indsor. Although the yearly worth to

St Gcorgc's Chapel was ostensibly just the amount of the fixed annual rent

of {SS 3s 4d, the real value was considerably more. The Dean and Canons

were able to command a fine, or premium, on every grant or renewal of the

lease, which amounted to between one hundred and two hundred pounds

every four years or so during the first decades of the eighteenth century.!' The

leases were invariably granted for terms of twenty-one years, the maximum

permitted for ecclesiastical corporations under the Elizabethan legislation, but
it was general practice for every lease to be surrendered after periods of either

four or seven to eight years, when a renewal of the lease would be granted. It
was in the lessee's interest to effect such a surrender in return for a new lease,

as the shorter the time that had elapsed on the existing lease, the lower the

fine which would be payable on its renewal.

As the eighteenth century wore on the value of the parsonage to the Dean

and Canons increased considerably. \'Vhile a premium, or fine, of just one

hundred pounds was agreed by the parties for a lease renewal in 1704, when

fou r yea rs of the first twenty-one year lease had expired, by 1749 a sum of

£180 was paid for a similar renewal. The fine for the renewal of the lease in

1777, when a period of seven years of the existing lease had expired, cost the

lessee £763 16s 5 J/2d . It is not always clear from surviving documents exactly

how fines were assessed on renewal of leases, but fortunately the calculations
which led to the fine paid in 1777 are extant, which gives some idea of how

this particular figure was arrived at. The tithe which was due ro the parsonage

and the glebe lands were surveyed in that year by \'X!illiam Chapman, who

calculated the fine (Table 1).

The same fine was pa id on lease renewals in 1784 and 1791, but seven

yea rs later the a mou nt pa id had increased to £1311 on the basis of a va Iuation

made by a Mr Bond of Axrninsrer.!' The increased value was attributable

partly to the fact that barley and oats appear to have replaced the low-value

clover which had previously been grown quite extensively throughout the

parish; partly because of the increase in the value of the wheat-sown land,

at 8s an acre; partly because of the inclusion of the tithes of fleeces, lambs

and milk cows, which had nor be taken into account in the 1777 calculation;

and partly because the resulting figure was increased by ha If instead of by
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Table 1: Value of South Molten Parsonage in 1777

£ s d

Value of tithe:

\X'hcat 90 acres at Ss per acre 21 10

203 acres at 6s per acre 60 18

Lent corn l 2 180 acres at 3s per acre ,-_/

406 acres at 45 per acre 81 4

Clover 551 acres at Is 3d per acre 34 18 9

1163 acres at Is 6d per acre 87 2 6

Fallow 293 acres

Meadow 188 acres at l s 6d per acre 14 ,
319 acres at 2s per acre 31 18

615 1/! acres at 35 per acre 92 S

451 4 6

Glebe 244 16 ",1

696 4 6

Deduct Rent 55 " 4J

Vicar's stipend 30 8S 3 4

611 2

To this amount one quarter was
added 152 15 31/2

£ 763 16 ') 1/)

Source: SGC, CC 120349.

only a quarter as in 1777. So, although the rent payable to the Dean and
Canons under the lease remained constant, and at a fairly nominal level,
far greater sums were now being received for renewal fines. \'V"hile it is clear
from the calculations that the fi ne payable reflected current market prices for
the produce of the land, the large increase achieved at the lease renewal in
1791 was in line with the great increase in rents for agricultural land which
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occurred at the end of the eighteenth and the early years of the nineteenth
ccntu ries.!' Although at this time rents did outpace prices, the latter did rise
quite dramatically, so that a quarter of wheat which, during the years 1786
to l794, fluctuated nationally between 40s and 52s .jd, rose during the war
years to averages of 69s in 1799 and ro £5 13s lOd in 1800,1'

Some decades before this great increase in the value of the parsonage,
the Hacche family's long association with its properties from the sixteenth
century came to an end with the death of Thomas Hacche in [750. South
Molten Corporation, which had had a lease from the Dean and Canons of
the nearby parsonage of Northam since 1711, then acquired the lease of the
rectory of South Molten by way of an assignment from Hacche's personal
representatives, for which the Corporation paid a sum of £2,640. 16 To raise
this purchase money they had to borrow from Sir Thomas Dyke Acland;"
from the Overseers of the Poor of the town and from a number of local
residents." Soon afterwards the Corporation took a new lease from the
Dean and Canons, the first of a long succession of such leases whereby the
Corporation remained the lessee of the parsonage throughout the period that
the parsonage remained in the ownership of St George's Chapel.

included in the lease to South Molton Corporation was a house which had
formerly been the parsonage house, but had rhen been sub-let for some while
to the Guardians of the Poor as a temporary workhouse. On Sunday 20 May
1837 the house burned down in what was suspected as an act of arson. The
Corporation had insured the building for three hundred pounds and a petition
was presented, signed by several hundred people of the town, requesting that
the insurance money be used to build a new house for the vicar. This proposal
received the support of the bishop of Exeter and, not unnaturally, was actively
supported by the vicar, Reverend .J. H. Maitland. At the same time the vicar
lobbied rhe Dean and Canons for financial assistance towards employment
of a curate in the parish to counter what he believed was a drifr away from
the established Church. The Dean and Canons ultimately agreed to provide
fifty pounds in addition to the insurance money towards the cost of building
a new house, and a further twenty pounds a year towards the salary of a new
curate. Building works vvere, however, delayed due to prolonged negotiations
between the Corporation and the Dean and Canons over the surrender from
the then current lease of part of the glebe land for the site of the intended new
house and its curtilage," which the vicar considered should extend to some
four acres. Most members of the Council seem to have been sympathetic to the
proposal, but were advised that the Corporation could only release the land
upon receiving adequate consideration. It was only in August 1840 that the
required resolution was passed by the Council, upon receiving an assurance
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from the Dean and Canons that due allowance would be made for the loss of
this land when the fine should be set for the next renewal of the lease of the
pa rsonage to the Corporation. Additional funding for the new house - wh ich
it was estimated would cost the not inconsiderable sum of £850 - was raised
by way of a loan from Queen Arme's Bounty and construction works began
in the spring of 1841, some four years after the fire which had destroyed the
original building.r"

It was also at around this same period, in the late 1830s, that great
changes were brought about which affected all who were either payers or
owners of tithes in England and \\?alcs. This followed the passing of the
Tithe Commutation Act in 1836, which was enacted following considerable
pressure from farmers and landowners for the abolition of tithe. The Act was
a compromise solution which attempted to accommodate the interests of both
tithe payers and tithe owners: it provided machinery for commuting the tithe
which was then payable in each tithe district (usually a parish) into a rentcharge
and, to this end, encouraged the parties to make agreements voluntarily. In
the event that such a voluntary agreement had not been concluded in a tithe
district by I October 1838, the Act gave the Tithe Commissioners pmver to
impose an award. In South Molton a voluntary agreement was entered into
following a meeting held in the town in December 1837. The composition for
the tithe was made at the rate of half a crown in the pound (one-eighth) on
the renta I of the land, as set forth in a report made to the Tithe Comm ission's
head office by Frederick Leigh, an Assistant Tithe Commissioner, on 19
November HLJ9.21 Fie concluded that the value of the tithes was £85J 17s 6d,
being one-eighth of the assumed rentals of the titheable acreage of [he parish,
which at the time was made up as follows:

Table 2. Assumed Rental Value of Tirheable Lands of South Molten in 1839

Acres Roods Perches Cultination £ s d

3,131 0 0 Arable at 205 3,131

2,270 0 0 Meadow and pasture at 30s 3,405
, ,

0 0 Orchard and gardens at £3 99.,.)

298 0 0 Woodland (the Coppice 180
Wood) about

') .,') ,
33 Glebe_J_ .)

£ 6,815

Source: TKA. TITH 1/52.
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The assistant Tithe Commissioner thought the commutation might he con
sidered low, bur he believed that much of the land was of poor quality and
was either covered with furze or was suitable for grazing young animals only,

and he also made the point that 'the Patrons are a Corporate Body capable of
understanding and protecting their rights and have the means of managing by
land Agents, and no doubt do so manage, this propcrty.l-"

Throughout the period of just over three hundred years that South Molton
parsonage was in the ownership of St Georgc's Chapel it provided, along with

other properties dispersed throughout England and \\hles, a fairly steady

incorne. The principal sources of this income consisted of the rcnewa I fincs,

which increased along with agricultural prices and the rent of agricultural
land during the period. By leasing the parsonage as they did, the Dean
and Canons were spared much of the trouble and obloquy which so often
accompanied the collection of tithe. Although much of the money collected
found its way indirectly to \Xlindsor, the balance remained in the locality,
in the hands of South Molten Corporation, at least from the middle of the

eighteenth century. This may have helped in some small way to alleviate the
general resentment felt about the payment of tithe, especially among those
payers who were not members of the established Church.

In 1867, however, the Dean and Canons' interest in the lands of South
Molron came to an end. By virtue of the Ecclesiastical Commissioners Act

1840 the Ecclesiastical Commissioners were to prepare schemes respecting
the revenues of bishoprics and collegiate churches in England and Wales. Such
a scheme was prepared for St George's Chapel in June 1867 'for substitut
ing a money payment for certain property belonging to the dean and canons
of your Majesty's free chapel of Saint George, within your Majesty's Castle of
Windsor: C1 This was laid before, and confirmed by, the Queen in Council on

26 June 1867. One of the principal provisions of the scheme was that:

all the manors, lands tithes, tenements, and hcrcdirarncnts which now belong

either in possession or reversion to the sa id dean and canons (cxccpti ng

any right of Ecclesiastical patronage land certain properties in and around

\"(Tindsor Casrlcj) ... shall upon and from the day on which any Order of

your }"lajesty in Council ratifying this scheme, shall be duly published in

the London Gazette, ... become and be transferred to and vested in [the

Ecclesiastica1 Commissioners];':'

It had been enacted that the transfer of ownership was to be effected
without any further conveyance being executed, and the scheme stated that

the Commissioners would become entitled to all the rents and profits of the
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properties from the following Michaelmas, 29 September, 1867. This scheme
was duly published in the London Gazette two days after its confirmation by
the Privy Council , on 28 June.

o It. mile

Scale

Figure 1. South Molton Glebe Lands in c.1867.

SOUTH MOLTON

The Ecclesiastical Commissioners did not keep the property for long. On 11
January 1872, they conveyed the reversion to the then current lease, together
with the Tithe Rentcharge, to South Molton Corporation for the sum of
£8,250. The Commissioners reserved to themselves, however, any metallic
ores which might lie beneath the lands, with the right to enter and extract such
minerals. Although such reservations were quite customary upon dispositions
by the Ecclesiastical Commissioners, they may in this particular instance have
been influenced by the fact that copper ore had been found shortly before at
North Molten, and lead ore near the rectory lands, although, in neither case,
was it thought that there was any likelihood that there would be sufficient to

make extraction commercially viable. When the transfer of the land to the
Ecclesiastical Commissioners was effected in 1867, the advowson or right of
presentation of the minister to the parish church of South Molron was retained
in the hands of the Dean and Canons. However, the benefice was later united
with that of Nymet St George, otherwise known as George Nyrnpton, and
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in 1975 the advowson of the united parishes was conveyed to the Bishop of
Exeter. Thereupon the centuries-old association of South I\'101ton rectory and
St Ceorgc's Chapel, Windsor. was finally brought to a close.

NOTES

L The course of the dispute and the vcsting of the parsonage in the Dea 11 and

Canons of \X!indsor was rhe subject of a n ea rher a rricle: Jeremy Sim", 'Sr George's
Chapel, \X"indsor, and South Molten Parsonage in the Sixteenth Century", TDH
81 (2012), 61-6.5.

2 By virtue of the statute 13 Eliz. 1, c. 10, lands of ecclesiastical corporations,
such as Sr George's Chapel, could be granted for no more than three lives or for
a term of [wenty-one years. This follows a similar restriction which had been
imposed upon lands of archbishops and bishops by 1 El iz. I, c. 19, but this in
turn followed similar restrictions which had been imposed in earlier private Acts

of Parliament dealing with charitable properties.
3. By the common law oak, ash and elm were timber trees.

4. St Georgc's Chapel Archives (SGCl, XV.5.2.
5. SCe, CC 120349, although a survey instigated by Parliament in 165'0 pm its

value at on ly £308 4s 4d a yea r.

6. SCC, CC 118847, They were John Thorne and \'(/i 11 iam Pyncombe (both
described in the survey as gentlemen), William Kerslake and Chrisropher

Blackmore (yeomen), all of South 1\'101ton, and Henry Smirh (also a yeoman) of
:\'orrh Molton.

7. SCC, CC: 118847. Terrier of 1700.
S. SCC, CC 118847, In the terrier sworn by local men in 1713. the total area of che

glebe lands was shown at only 148% acres,
9, TNA, TITH 2/52.

LO. Church of England Record Office, £CE/6/1/122.
l I. A fine of £250 was paid in 1721 when four and a half years of the old lease had

expired.
12. This term means any corn sown during Lent, bur probably refers ro barley or

oars as they are not specifically mentioned in this survey, while barley and oats,
bur not 'lent corn', arc mentioned in the survey made in 1791.

13. SGC, CC 110349,
14. Martin Daunron, Pouertv and Progress: All Economic and Social History of

Britain, 1700-1850 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1995), SS.
15. Ibid., 578.
16, SGC, CC 120349,
L7. The 7th baronet (1722-85), of Killcrron, Broadclysr, Devon.
18, John Cock, Records of ye Ancient Borough of South Molten ill ye County of

DCl'OI1 (South Molron: Joh 11 Cock, 1893),54.
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19. A curtilage has been defined as including 'a garden, yard, field, or pcccc of

voide groundc, laying neare and helonging to the messuage.' TenJ1C5 de la Le)'.

London, 1641, quoted in Strolld's Jadicial Dictionary of \'(lords ,md Phrases,
Srh edn (London, 2012), vol. I, 664, 5.1'. 'cu rrilagc.'

20. SCC, XVI.5.3. Under the Clergy Residence Repair Act 1776, known as 'Gilbert's

Act' after its promoter Thomas Gilbert. the Governors of Queen Annc's Bounty
could lend money for the repa i r or rebuilding of parsonage houses on rhe security

of the revenues of the benefice concerned.

21. TNA, TITH 2/S2.
II TNA, IR 18/1407. Tithe rentcharge remained payable until 2 October 1936,

when it was abolished by the Tithe Act 1936. The tithe owners then received

3 per cent stock redeemable in sixty years and the owners of the lands \\'hich

had previously been chargeable had to pay an annuity during that period,
although a lump sum could be paid to extinguish the annuity, In fan, from

1962, redemption of these tithe redemption annuities became obligarory on the

occasion of most sales of the lands affected.

23. London Gazette. 28 June 1867, 3631.

24. Ibid.

Jeremy Sirns is a non-pracnsmg solicitor. He has degrees in law and in
medieval studies and has written on aspects of the history of Berkshire and
the Thames Valley, He has a parricular interest in the properties once held by
St Gcorgc's Chapel, Windsor.



Orchards in Northern Devon c.1840:
An Analysis of the Tithe Survey

JOHN BRADBEER

Introduction

Devon has long been famous for its orchards, although East Devon and the
South Hams have been regarded as the heart of cider apple country. Indeed,
in 1953 a trades directory listed 64 cider makers in England, wirh twelve in
Devon, but all of these were in East Devon and the South Hams. ' Northern
Devon (rhe modern local government districts of North Devon and Torridge)
still has a few small a rtisa na I cider makers but orchards, as in the rest of
much of the countv, have much declined in area. Northern Devon does have
one historic speciality, the mazzard, a small sweet black cherry. The aim
of this paper is to examine patterns of orchards and mazzard gardens (or
mazzard greens, but never called mazzard orchards) in northern Devon before
the considerable changes that took place in agriculture and rural life in the
second half of the nineteenth century and continued apace into the twentieth
centurv.

The data

A sample of 53 parishes across Northern Devon was drawn for analysis
of land-tenure, farm size and land use and the specific plots identified as
orchards and mazzard gardens are the focus of this paper. ~ In transcribing the
Tithe Apportionrnenrs, a convention was adopted that tenements which were
solely residential and had only gardens and orchards but no other agricultural
land were excluded. This also largely overcomes an inconsistency among the
surveyors and valuers, who often, but not always, excluded properties that
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were exempt from tithes. So the areas of orchards and rnazzard gardens
in this paper are underestimates of the total, but probably not particularly
inaccurate. In the Apportionrnents areas are given in acres. roods and perches,
which have been converted to decimal parts of acres for analysis in this paper.
The Tithe Apporrionments name pa reels and give their land-use and in most
instances the name orchard appears for the parcel and for the land-use. No
instance has come to light of orchards being distinguished by the fruit grown
and it is quite likely that some included pears and cherries as well as apples.

Keyto locations
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Figure 1. The sample parishes.
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The mazzard gardens (and most are termed gardens rather than greens) are
separately named. The parishes in the sample are shown in Figure 1. There
is one unfortunate omission from the sample, namely Goodleigh. As will be
shown, earlier commentators had identified Goodleigh as the heartland of the
North Devon mazzard garden area. The Tithe Apportionment for Goodleigh
unusually does not give land use for parcels. It does name several parcels as
mazzard gardens but in surrounding parishes a handful of named parcels
as mazzard gardens are actually recorded as pasture or even arable, implying
that the mazzard garden itself was experiencing decline. As it is impossible to
identify mazzard gardens still functioning as such in the 1840s, Goodleigh is
omitted.

Orchards

In the sample parishes orchards occupied 1612 acres, or approximately
1.2 per cent of the total agricultural area. No parish was entirely without
orchards, although there was very considerable variation among them. Figure
2 shows the percentage of agricultural land occupied by orchards in the
sample parishes. The genera! pattern suggests that orchards were rather more
frequently found on the Culm Measures rocks of Carboniferous age which lie
to the south and west of Barnsraple than on the Devonian rocks to the north
of Barnstaple, This in part reflects soil and climatic conditions, for as Robin
Stanes concluded from the \'1illes's Enqu iry retu rns from the mid-eighteenth
century, cider was produced wherever apples could be grown and several of
Milles's respondents from North Devon reported that the soils were too poor
and cold for orchards.' Table 1 lists the five parishes with the lowest share of
agricultural land in orchards and the five parishes with the largest share in
orchards.

Table 1. Parishes with the highest and lowest sha re of agriculrura1 land ill orchards.

Lowest share of orchards Highest share of orchards

Parish 1 % agricultural Parish % agricultural
area in orchards land in orchards

Challacornbe 0.01 Landkev 5.10

Brendon 0.05 Ashford l. 3.78

Arlingron 0.11 Tawsrock 3.40

\'{"ool£a rd isworr hy 0.23 I Weare Giffard 2.92

\Vesr Putford 0.30 I Swirnbridgc 2.84
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Table 1 shows the degree of variation and reflects the Devonian-Culm
contrast mentioned, with three of the lowest share parishes lying on the
Devonian but is perhaps complicated by some other factors. Parrshes, like
Arlington that contain a mansion and its associated park, tend to have a lower
share of land in orchards than their neighbours. Landkey and Swirnbridge
parishes both straddle the geological boundary, and most of the orchard
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Figure 1. Orchards as percentage share of agricultural land.

Source: Calculated from Tithe Apportionrnenrs.
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Figure 3 Relationship between share of orchard and share of arable land.

Source: Ca lcularcd from Tithe Apportionrnenrs.

area of both lies on the Culm Measures which underlie their southern parts.
There is also a strong suggestion of the influence of Bar nstaple as a market
for apples with Ashford, Landkey, Swimbridge and Tawsrock all within an

easy half day's journey of Barnstaple market. The Exmoor fringe parishes of
Brendon and Challacombe have but 14 orchards totalling some 4.06 acres
between them. Here it would be easy to invoke adverse climatic conditions as
reasons for the paucity of orchards. \'Veare Giffard represents a parish where
climatic conditions might be regarded as more favourable, with its location on
the sunny south facing slopes of the Torridge valley.

The Devonian-Culm Measures contrast is also evident in the share of
arable land, with Devonian parishes typically having half as much land under
arable (c.37 per cent) as the Culm Measures parishes (c.63 per cent)." The
labour requirements of arable farming were greater than those for livestock
and it was customary for labourers, especially at harvest time, to be supplied
with cider. Thus the contrast in share of land given over to orchards between
the Culrn Measures and Dcvonian also reflects this fundamental contrast in
farming practice. Figure 3 shows the positive relationship between share of
orchard and share of arable land.

Figure 4 shows the distribution by size classes of orchards in the sample.
It can be seen that the overwhelming majority (c.85 per cent) of the orchards
were less than one acre in size. Only 0.7 per cent of orchards were larger than
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3 acres. Just six parishes contained only orchards of under one acre and they
comprise the five with the lowest share of orchards shown in Table J, and the
very small parish of Landcross, which nonetheless managed ro have 2.25 per
cent of its agricultural area devoted to orchards.
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Figure 4. Orchard distribution by size class.

Source: Ca lculared from Tithe Apportion mcnrs.

The orchards were usually situated close to the farmstead and comprised
part of a complex of small parcels, rarely more than 1.5 acres in area, which
surrou ndcd the farmstead. These other small plots rypica Ill' have na mes
like Calves' Plot or merely 'Plot' and were used for pasture and it is likely
that orchards too were similarly used by livestock. One change that is often
observed when comparing the Tithe Maps of c.1840 wirh the Ordnance
Survey First Edition Six Inch to rhe Mile maps of c.1890 is that these srna 11
parcels and indeed some of the orchards, had been amalgamated to form
rather larger fields. The major shift from mixed farming to livestock farming
which took place in North Devon progressively from the 1870s led to a decline
in employment in agriculture and serious rural depopulation and also to a
much reduced need for each farm to produce cider for its workers. However,
the major decline in orchards did not occur until the twentieth century and
especially after the 1947 Agriculture Act which started the system of grant
aid for agricultural improvements, including the grubbing up of neglected
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orchards. H. \Y./. B. Luxton noted that the area under orchards for the whole
of Devon fell from 21,440 acres in 1939 to on ly 8,000 acres in 1967.5

Mazzards

Mazzards, or small black cherries, were a famous speciality of a handful of
parishes in North Devon and also found in a few other places around Crediton
and in the Ta rnar VaHey." As Michael Gee notes, no-one is sure where the
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Figure S Location of parishes with mazzards and total area.

Source. Calculared from Tithe Apporrionmenrs.
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mazzard came from nor when it became established in North Devon." He cites
mention of rnazzards by Tristram Risdon and Thomas Westcote in the early
seventeenth century and that some of the returns to the Milles Enquiry of the
mid-eighteenth century give mazzard greens in Atherington, Bishops Tawron,
Chirtleharnpron, Goodleigh, Landkey, Swirnbridge, and Tawstock." Daniel
and Samuel Lysons make specific mention of Goodleigh and its association
with mazzards and comment on how these were greatly prized and taken to
market in Barnsraple and South Molten in July and August."

Figure 5 shows the distribution of parishes with mazzard gardens and the
total area in each given over to the fruit. Landkey, Swimbridge and Tawstock
were all parishes mentioned by commentators in rhe eighteenth century and
earlier but single rnazzard gardens were also found in Heanton Punchardon
and Loxhore. The Heanton Punchardon Apportionment also lists a couple of
parcels with the name 'rnazzard garden' but some other land use . It is again
notable that all five parishes with mazzard gardens lie within a half day's
journey of Barnstaple and its market. In the 1840s Barnstaple was the largest
town in North Devon, although not so much larger than Bideford, so ir is
curious that mazzard production was concentrated in Barnstaple's hinterland
and entirely absent from that of Bideford. Michael Gee notes that the climate
and soil requirements for mazzards did not significantly differ from those for
apples, which were grown in significant quantities around Bideford.?
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Figure 6. Distribution by size classes of mazzard gardens .

Source: Calculated from Tithe Apportionmenrs.
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Figure 6 shows the distribution by size of the 30 mazzard gardens in
the sample parishes. It can be seen that most mazzard gardens were up to
three acres in size, but that mazzard gardens of one to three acres were more
numerous than those of smaller size. Indeed, the average size of a mazzard
garden was 1.59 acres, compared to the 0.58 acres for orchards. Quite why
rnazzard gardens should be so much larger than orchards is not evident. In the
sample parishes 27 holdings had mazzard gardens bur no holding had more
than two. In Landkey and Swimbridge parishes all but three mazzard gardens
were found on holdings which also had orchards. Two of these holdings were
located in Swimbridge and the other in Landkey.

Table 2 shows the distribution of mazzard gardens and orchards in rhe
parishes of Landkey and Swimbridge by the size of the holding of which they
were a part. By holding, it is meant that this was a legal entity but could well
have been held by someone with other holdings and these perhaps farmed
as a single unit. It can be seen that mazzard gardens were found across a
wide range of holding sizes, although Bableigh in Landkey, the largest hold
ing with a mazzard garden was, at 142.84 acres not especially large. For the
whole sample the majority of holdings had a total agricultural land area in
the 50 to lOO acres range. It is perhaps curious that in Swimbridge there was
just one holding of this size range with mazzard gardens. The disrriburion of
those holdings with mazzard gardens and those with orchards appears to he
broadly similar in both parishes, although in Swirnbridgc no rnazzard gardens
were found on holdings over 100 acres but only one of these larger holdings
was without any orchards.

Mazzard gardens experienced a similar decline to orchards during
the twentieth century. They had perhaps greater labour requirements than
orchards, as it was customary in the nineteenth century to employ children
to act as bird-scarers, and the fruits themselves had to be picked with their
stalks to avoid damage. The trees therefore needed to be harvested several
times in order to collect fruit in prime condition. The trees themselves were
not systematically replanted and by the mid-twentieth century many were
well past their prime. Mazzards in season were still sold in Barnstaple market
in the 1950s but the whole tradition of farmers' wives and daughters selling
produce in the Pannier Market fell sharply away in the 1960s and mazzards
also faced competition from Other more exotic fruits in supermarkets from
this time. As Michael Gee notes, Landkey made an especial effort at the
Millennium and planted a new mazzard green."
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Conclusion

The Tithe Survey of c.1840 otters an opportunity to see North Devon

agriculture before its major transformations in the century from c.1870 to

c.1970. Two of the more significant of these were the demise of the orchard

and the virtual extinction of the rnazzard garden. The Tithe Survey also
shows that whilst most farms had some orchards, orchards were far from

evenly distributed across North Devon, with significantly more on the Culm

Measures rocks to the south and west of Barnstaple than on the Devonian

rocks of Exmoor and its foothills north and east of Barnsraple. Climatic and

soil conditions played a part in the distribution of orchards with areas of
the Culrn Measures with cold soils and high rainfall havmg fewer orchards

than other areas of Culm Measures but with better drained soils. A general

relationship of orchard area and total arable area can be seen, which ties in

with the assumption that much of the apple harvest was turned into cider for
payment in kind to agricultural labourers, who were more numerous in arable

than in more pastoral districts. Mazzard gardens were a distinctive local

speciality and found in just five of the 53 parishes in this sample. The parishes

of Landkey and Swimbridge could be regarded as the heart of this activity

and it is curious that around Bideford there was no comparable concentration

of rnazzard gardens.
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Book Reviews

Elly Babbedge, Cberiton Fitzpaine: A Sense of Community (Exeter: 2016)
358 pages. Sofrback. ISBN 978099353570. £9.99.

\'\/hen you read a book as a reviewer that you wish you had written yourself,
you know that you have found a gem. This portrait of the community of
Cheriron Fitzpaine impressed from the first page. When I read that it was a
product of only a year's research, my heart sank but this was no superficial
gathering together of easy to obtain secondary material. The author's
admission that her book is not a complete story is refreshingly realistic. She
admits the impossibility of finding everything and wisely, makes no attempt
to do so. \Vhat Babbedge achieves is nonetheless a rounded portrait of a
parish in the past. Her detailed research has uncovered an enormous amount
of material in-a short time. The author is a self-confessed genealogist and
as such, focuses on people; doing an excellent job of setting the inhabitants
of Cheriton Fitzpaine in their local and national framework. Although most
readers will be aware of the geographical context, a map enabling the audience
to see how the parish relates to surrounding villages, towns and roureways
would have been a valuable addition.

This is not a standard local history, beginning with pre-history and
adopting a chronological approach until the twentieth century is reached.
Throughout, the author uses events and individuals from the parish as a series
of vignettes that illuminate national trends. This is a scholarly method and
the book is worth reading as an example of a highly successful technique for
writers of local history; an interest in Cheriton Firzpaine is nor necessary to

enjoy and benefit from this book.
The first chapter does start rather abruptly but then narrates the story of

Herman Taylor as an insight into early eighteenth century attitudes towards
mental illness, moving on to other medical treatments of parishioners in need.
Chapter two is a case study of Saunders Tenement, focussing 011 the Hewish
family in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. The inhabitants of this
property include a convicted murderer.
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The broader religious upheavals of the sixteenth century are brought to

life through the lives of the Reynold family. The Reynolds also feature in the

description of a dispute with another family of substance in the parish, the

Scurts. The story of John Harris enables us to learn about the Civil War and

the role of Cheriton Firzpaine's Church House. The book is not however all

about the socially prominent residents. A section 011 Cheritori's poor house

makes reference to several named recipients of poor relief, as well as explaining

the changing legislation that governed the treatment of the needy. A corollary

of this was parish apprenticeship and a chapter is devoted to explaining the

system through the case of Hurnphrey \Xlinter.

Attitudes to and the treatment of illegitimate children are also explored,

with many named examples and more detailed case studies. Babbedge returns

to health in general and mental health in parricular in a section chat relates the

need for poor relief to illness or incapacity. She covers unsanitary conditions,

epidemics and accidents, bringing the ordinary people of the parish to life,

or, in this context, death. Poverty and crime are inextricably linked and the

chapter on crime names perpetrators and victims from the fifteenth century

onwards.
Several chapters single out particular properties or tenements, in order

to discuss the inhabitants and the buildings themselves and good use has

been made of the tithe schedule and map. Wc meet the Sella family again,

the Luxtons, the Pridhams and many others. The properties that date back

to Domesday are given particular consideration. Through the stories of the

farmhouses, we gain an impression of agriculture in the parish. References to

the world of work are scattered throughout the book but bakeries are singled

out for especial mention. The Sharland family's tannery business at Upharn is

also given a chapter of its own.

There is almost nothing about more recent history, in fan little beyond

the mid-nineteenth century; so no specific account of the impact of the world

wars, for example but this does not matter. Anyone who has attempted to

write a parish history will know that parameters have to be set. By writing

in the format that she has Babbedge has left scope for volume t\VO and I shall

look forward to chat.

The book is lavishly illustrated with facsimile documents and black and

white photographs, both modern and historic. A list of these would have

been useful and there appears to be 00 acknowledgement of the copyright

holders or sources of some of documents used. There are however useful

chapter endnotes, giving the references for documents mentioned in the text.

My personal preference is for footnotes, as those who actually read them,

like myself, are irritated by having to move back and forth to the end of the
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chapter. In this book there were not so many that they would have been
disproportionate to the text, had they been at the bottom of the appropriate
page. The book is, thankfully, indexed as many Cheriton residents are
mentioned by name.

In summary, this book is obviously of great interest to those who have
connections to Cheriton Fitzpaine. It has the advantage of being better written
and better researched than many local histories. Its greatest value however is
in the broader context that is presented as the backdrop for the stories of local
events and characters. Those who are, as I was, not familiar with Cheriton
Firzpaine, beyond a name in a list of Devon parishes, should still read this
book, not just for that broader context but also as a potential blueprint for
those considering writing a thematic, as opposed to chronological, parish
history.

[anct Feu'

Daphne Barnes-Phillips, Exmoutb's Rolle: Educating Students and Teachers
from 1870 to 2008 (Exmouth: Corridor Press, 2015) 232 pages. Softback.
ISBN 9781897715031. £14.95.

Exmouth's Rolle explores the history of education on the Rolle site from the
early 1870s to its closure in 2008, Written and privately published by a former
student from the ] 9605, Daphne Barnes. The book, in the first chapter,
contains useful information, not readily available, about Sourhficld and
Pairfield private schools which existed in the nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries in Exrnouth. Rolle College throughout its history has been mainly
concerned with the professional education of teachers. It opened in 1946 as an
Emergency Training College, where students took an intensive one year course
to train as teachers. The college used buildings vacated by the abovernenrioned
private schools. Over the years, and with several developments and name
changes along the way, Rolle College finally closed in 2008.

Daphne Barnes-Phillips has attempted to encapsulate all the changes on
the site through some detailed historical research, together with the memories
of thirty-eight people who were, in many different ways connected with the
campus. This campus eventually became pa rt of the University of Plymouth,
The book provides useful insighrs into the training of students and some
of the pressures forced on staff by changing attitudes towards education.
However, this local study would have been enriched if the history could
have been linked more to developments at national level, as can be seen in
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Alston Kennerlcy's 2000 book, The ML7killg of the University of Plymouth. l

A national focus would also have placed some of the challenges concerning
expansion and threatened closure over the years, within the correct historical
context. A further criticism relates to the over use of individual memories in
the text. Memories of individuals have a useful historical function, but should
always be used to illustrate the points made, rather than for their own sake as
was the case in chapter 8.

The book has a comprehensive bibliography of sources, particularly useful
for anyone researching at a local level. One minor criticism is the lack of an
index, together with the fact that the photographs lack captions underneath.
Overall, the author has attempted to provide a popular detailed history about
what is still rradirionally known locally as 'Rolle College'. This valuable
account of a much loved institution will appeal to former staff, students and
those researching the history of teacher training in the twentieth century and
require examples of local studies undertaken.

[ackie Bryon

John Bradbeer and Terry Green, The Heritage Handbook: All A-Z guide to
the Archaeology and Landscape History of Northern Devon (Barnstaple:
Museum of Barnstaple and North Devon, 2015) 186 pages. 79 illustrations.
6 maps. Softback. ISBN 9780993359606. £12.50.

This handbook, compiled for the North Devon Archaeological Society, is
described with disarming modesty as a 'handy reference work for the curious'.
It consists of 47 essays, 24 by Terry Green, 17 by John Bradbeer and six by
other members of the North Devon Archaeological Society, followed by a brief
guide to chronology, advice on reading National Grid references, a glossary
of 'possibly unfamiliar terms" an index of places mentioned in the text and
a list of sources and references. This lists some 90 works (including three
accidental repeats) but excludes L. V. Crinsell's 1970 work The archaeology
of Exmoor, although this is referred to in the introduction and in some of
the 'Further reading' lists which follow most articles. Northern Devon is
defined as the North Devon and Torridge district council areas, extending
south to Holsworrhy and Harherleigh, and cast to Lynton and South Molten
but other parts of the South West are referred when required to complete

I A15tol1 Kcnncrley, The AJakil1g of the Unirersity of Plymouth (Plymouth: University

of Plymouth, 2000)
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the picture. Grid references, beloved of archaeologists, are widely given
throughout the book for publicly accessible sites but maybe in the days of
in-car navigation and smart phones GPS co-ordinates should be given as an
alternative.

The coverage is not just archaeological but also includes the historical
and environmental heritage, the evidence of ten thousand years of human
interaction on the landscape from the early Mesolirhic period to \'X/orld War
Two. It is not a gazetteer but is arranged alphabetically by subject. The lack
of a general index and the absence of running headings at the top of each
pages make the book a little difficult to navigate, but the following attempt
to categorise the essays should also give an indication of the wide coverage of
this handbook:

1. Periods: Mesolithic, Neolithic, Bronze Age, Iron Age, Romans, Vikings,
Medieval, World War II.

l. Landscape: catch meadows, enclosures, field systems, ga rdens, sub
merged forests and environmental change, weirs (fish).

3. Settlement: resorts, rural sett lemcnts, towns,
4. Prehistoric monuments: barrows, hillforts, inscribed stones, Norman

castles, stones.
5. Materials: bricks, building stone and cob, flint and chert, ores and mines.
6. Artefacts: axes (stone and bronze), pipes (clay), pottery.
7. Buildings: factories, farms, farmhouses and farm buildings, limek ilns,

mansions, mills.
8. Communications and trade: canals, quays and maritime trade, railways,

roads and routeways, underwater archaeology.
9. Religion: chapels (nonconformist), Christianity, holy wells, yews.
10. Documents: Domesday Book, tithe survey, place-names, Yeo and other

fiver names.

This arrangement means that churches are hidden under Christianity,
shipwrecks with underwater archaeology, lighthouses and piers under quays
and maritime trade, hridges and tollhouses under roads and roureways. A
few areas are neglected; there is no mention of schools, whose early buildings
survive in towns and villages across North Devon or inns, possibly combined
with church houses, which are only mentioned briefly under towns and rural
settlements. The references to further reading are somewhat restricted. For
example toll houses are well served by John Kanefsky's Devon Tollbouses
(Exeter Industrial Archaeological Group, 1976) and the key reference for
resorts is The Rise of the Devon Seaside Resorts 1750-1900 by John F. Travis
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(University of Exeter Press, 1993) which nicely contrasts the developments on
the north and south coasts of Devon.

But it is easy to quibble when the compilers have sought to paint such
a broad canvas. The illustrations are excellent and there is a wealth of
fascinating material brought together in a small compass. For example, I was
delighted to discover that the river-name Yea can be traced back to the Indo
European word for water: akwa, probably current back in Neolithic times,
and an unexpected example of rhe linguistic persistence of landscape features.
The main features of the larger towns are well summarised and the pottery
industry of North Devon, which was exported to North America, gets the
attention it deserves. The archaeology of World \'V'ar II merits an extended
entry with National Grid references to locate surviving sites. This volume
is indeed a 'handy reference work for the curious' and its perusal shou Id
accompany any expedition to explore this beautiful and fascinating part of
our county.

lan Maxted

Christopher Chesney, ed., The Schools of Sampjord Peuerell: Two Centuries
of Education (Sarnpford Peverell Society, 2015) 112 pages. Numerous illus
trations. Softback. ISBN 9780993317101. £5.50.

The latest book by the Society charts the establishment and development of
the schools in the parish from the early nineteenth century onwards, The
depth of detail which the team of writers has achieved is to be cam mended as
they have drawn upon a considerable amount of source material. They give
an excellent account of the initial schools which were fee paying, small and
often associated with the Methodists, and later schools, all of which fa ilecl to
survive into the modern era save for the National School.

The narrative on the National School for the children of the poor of the
Church of England commences in the early 18405. It was founded by the in
cumbent in the Old Rectory, chiefly at his own expense. From then onwards,
gradual changes took place and the chapters cover accounts of funding, build
ing construction, curriculum, attendance and wider activities such as trips
and concerts. Contained among the pages is a glimpse of the social attitudes
of the times. The nineteenth century log books reveal the condition of the
poor and the hardships they endured. Despite a number of major Education
Acts which shaped the future of the school, the Church of England clung on
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to a measure of control and it remained a Church of England Primary School
until 2000. With further government legislation, the school has evolved to
become part of an Academy Trust.

Whereas Sampford Pcverell could be described as a typical Devon village
in relation to the history of its schools, there was one exception, an exciting
innovation in the foundation of a County School. The aim of the school was to
provide a public school education for sons of farmers and the middle classes.
Like the English public schools, the curriculum included the classics but
where this school differed was that it included subjects which were designed
to prepare the pupils for their future occupations such as land surveying and
book keeping. The setting up of the school was thanks ro the endeavours
of the Reverend C. S. Bere who had the backing of Lord Fortescue and Sir
Thomas Ac1and.

The book will be of particular interesr to past and present residents since
it contains a number of illustrations of former school buildings and pupils. It
records the progress of both the private and 'church' schools, including details
of their founders, proprietors, benefactors, masters, teachers and pupils. The
pages reveal a wealth of information on the subject of education. There is a
clear explanation of the various government Education Acts and how these
drove major change. Because there is a cornmonaliry between the founda
tion and evolution of the Sampford Peverell schools and other rural Devon
schools, it is a useful source of reference to those researching the history of
Devon schools. Dr Chrisropher Chcsney and his team appear to have left no
stone unturned.

Helen Turnbull

Derek Gore, The Vikings in the West Country (Exeter: The Mint Press, 2015)
190 pages. 4 maps. 55 black and white photographs and line illustrations.
Colour frontispiece. Softback. ISBN 9781903356654, £16.

This is a most welcome addition both to the historical literature of south
west England and to that of wider Viking period studies. It is a successor
to the author's slim Vikings in Devon (2001) and covers a much wider area
(Cornwall, Devon, Somerset, Dorset and W'iltshire) in greater detail. Chapters
cover the source materials, raids and conquest, England and Scandinavian
kings, stone sculpture, hoards and metalwork, place-names, personal names
and settlement. Multi-disciplinary in its approach, the hook adopts Peter
Sawyer's 'First' and 'Second' Viking ages in its chronology.
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The author writes; 'My purpose is not to write a history of the ~/est Country

in the Viking age, but rather to try to identify incursions by Scandinavians

into the area and their consequences ... to identify Scandinavian activities

in and influences upon our area'. Some Vikings came from Scandinavia, hut

some came from other, more Scandinavianiscd parts of the British Isles. The

author has read widely amongst primary and secondary sources and gives his

readers a thorough and clear overview. He succeeds in meeting the needs of

those already familiar with the material and period together with the needs

of the novice. In some respects, there is actually more evidence for this period

and theme than we might imagine. This emerges well from the chapters on

sculpture and metalwork. While explanation of the overall picture is the

a i01, the author does not shy away from explaining also just how di Hic ult

the interpretation of some of the evidence is. This comes across well in the

chapter on place-names and personal names and their settlement implications.

Standards of production are generally very high, with good quality paper

and a font style that is easy on the eye. The cover design is first-class. The
book ends with a single list of in-text references, a useful bibliography and an

index of people and places (a thematic index would also have been helpful).

Most of the photos are excellent but a few are a bit fuzzy, as is also one of

the plans (fig. 9). The list of figures (p. xi) om its the second occu rrcnce of the

main map (p. 51).

The interest of the book has two complementary dimensions. First, for

south-western readers it illuminates a period which does not automatically

spring to mind when they think '\\lest Country'. It should, however, spring

to mind since 'maritime history' is almost synonymous with the region and

much of the Viking impact here was (ultimately) sea-borne. Second, for

readers elsewhere the book is correspondingly a reminder that, although the

region did not see much actual Viking settlement - in comparison, say, with

northern and eastern England - the Viking Agc(s) were nevertheless relevant

to the West Country in other ways. In bringing this double message across in

such an elegant way, the book is a fitting tribure to its author's many years of

teaching in this field to undergraduate and adult education audiences.

R. A. Higbam
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Tom Grecves, Dartmoor's Earliest Photographs: Landscape and Place 1860
1880 (Truro: Twelveheads, 20] 5) 124 pages. 1 map. J34 photographs. Hard
hack. ISBN 9780906294802. £18.

This book was inspired by a present of a stcreovicw given to the author by
his wife in 1999. \\Then Tom Greeves co-authored .r\. Dartmoor Century
1883-1983 in 1983, he was cautious of assigning dates earlier than 1880
to photographs. This book presents the most interesting and best quality
landscape views of Dartmoor that Greeves has since unearthed which can be
assigned earlier dates according to either the clothing of figures in the scenes,
or the biographical dates of the photographers.

The book is arranged in three chapters. The first, consisting of thirteen
images over twelve pages, concerns phorographs of central Dartmoor and
commences with a section on 'The Archaeology of Photography'. This ex
plains how photographs can be placed in date sequence according to changes
to landscape fearures which can be dared, for example by the year a bridge
was known to have been repaired.

The third chapter contains seven pages giving an account of the commer
cial development of photography in Devon, beginning with fox Talbors 1845
image of Devonporr from Mount Edgecurnbe, and listing brief derails about
rhe nineteen photographers who either worked in or maintained premises in
Devon and are represented by at least one photograph in this book.

The main body of the book is the second chapter which runs to eighty
pages and one hundred and seventeen images. Entitled 'A Clockwise Circuit
of Dartmoor from its Norrh-Eastcrn Edge', there is a section on each location
photographed with a heading in bold small capitals. It is this arrangement
which generates the one criticism of this book, in that the list of contents
does not give the page number at which each section commences, and, to
understand where the section is located geographically, one has to flip back
to the heginning of the book at page 6 to consult the map. This may make
the book uncomfortable for readers unfamiliar with Dartmoor geography,
and generally not easy to dip into to read about a specific location. However,
within each section the information is immaculately set out with an
historical commentary about the location and the photograph, srercoview
or carte de visire shown in each figure: these image types arc explained in
the Inrroducrion. The figures are thoroughly captioned with the name of rhe
location, the date the image was taken, the grid reference of the location, the
name of the photographer, and an abbreviation as to which type of image it is.

The hook contains numbered references, a bibliography and an index. The
dust jacket refers to the fifteen years of research that has gone into this book:
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Tom Greeves is to be congratulated for his customary tenacity and attention
to detail in bringing these images to public view, Though obviously of inter
est to those pursuing the history of photography, this book is also a valuable
source for Devon historians.

Jud'}' Moss

Mike Holgatc, Napoleon's Grand British Holiday: The Remarkable Story of
Bonaparte and His Time on the South Del/on Coast (\'\lellington: Halsgrove ,
2015) 128 pages. 64 illustrations. Hardback, ISBN 9780857042606. £12.99.

News of the arrival of Napoleon in Torbay on board HjvlS Bclleropbon on 24
July 1815, after his defeat at Waterloo, spread like wildfire and people flocked
to catch a glimpse of Boney, travelling from near and far, first to Torbay, then
to jostle dangerously in hundreds of boats around the Belleropbon at anchor
in Plymouth Sound until shortly before his departure to Saint Helena on 8
August. The short period that Napoleon enjoyed what Mike Holgare calls his
'grand British holiday' was a period of extensive media coverage and the oc
casion lingered in many people's memory, giving rise ro several folk-songs and
being remembered on the occasion of its centenary in 1915 and again in 2015
when in Devon there was an exhibition at Plymouth Museum, an article by
Quentin Bond Spear 'Napoleon in Plymouth Sound' in The Del'O/1 Historian
(volume 83, 2014, pages 49-58) and the present volume.

Holgate's work is, of course, much longer than Spear's article, which con
centrates much more on the events in Plymouth Sound. Holgare also provides
a concise account of Napoleon's rise and fall and other background detail,
documenting some of the official exchanges regarding what was to be done
with this dangerous and unwelcome visitor, who was commanding an alarm
ing level of interest and much respect and sympathy.

It is a sign of the extent of media coverage that there is little overlap in
the contemporary sources used for 2015. Plymouth Museum includes docu
ments from the Plymouth and West Devon Record Office. Some of these were
also used by Spear, who also references The Examiner, The Times and The
iVlorning Chronicle as well as the local TrCW111a71'S Exeter Flying Post. Hol
gate also uses the last three titles but in addition a dozen other newspapers of
the rime, including local titles such as Hmdell « Western Luminary and The
Royal Cornwall Gazette and London titles such as The Morning Post and
particularly The News, which offered a more sympathetic view of Napoleon.

The book does not have footnotes but it is usually possible to idenrify
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the sources of the frequently lengthy quotations from references in the text

or through the short bibliography, nor is there an index, an omission prob
ably due more to the publisher than the author. The wealth of quotations
almost makes the volume into an anthology rather than a coherent account,

with many interesting anecdotes, including an attempt to bring Napoleon to
London under a writ of habeas corpus. The final section is actually entitled
'Napoleonana Bonaparteana', a \\lay of scooping together further anecdotes,

including some concerning his exile and death on Saint Helena. The book
is profusely illustrated and contains portraits of many of those involved and

some caricatures, but it would have heen helpful to have more information on
the sources. As the title might suggest, the book does not set out to be a dry

academic tome but to provide a lively eye-witness account of this remarkable
episode, an early example of celebrity frenzy. The author's musical interests
ensure that popular literature is not overlooked and he includes poems on
Napoleon and some folk songs; indeed the whole book is neatly structured

around the shanty Boney Uh15 L7 toarrior, with a different verse introducing
each section. It is an enjoyable record of the bicenrena ry of Napoleon's only
visit to the shores of Britain.

lan ,\1Llxted

Denisc Holton and Elizabeth J. Harnrnett, Barnstaple and Around: The Post
card Collection (Stroud: Amberley Publishing, 2016). 96 pages. 160 mainly
coloured illustrations. Softback, ISBN 9781445642895. £14.99.

For many rears, particularly during the opening ones of the last century, the
picture postcard was of far greater interest to the collector than to the histo
rian. To the latter it was no more than trivial mass-produced 'tourist trash'. It
is only recently that the postcard has come to be recognised as a potentially in

valuable aid to recording changes in topography. Hence the plethora of recent
publications (albeit aimed primarily at the general reader rather than the his
torian) such as 'lour-Town in Picture Postcards, Postcards from Your-Town,
Old YouJ"-Tou'11, and Amberley Publishing's own Through Time series; the
last juxtaposing early postcards and recent photographs of the same scene.
Such publications stand or fall not just on the quality of the illustrations, hut
also on that of the accompanying text. The historian is not interested simply

in visual records of changes in buildings, streets or landscapes, bur wishes to
know when and why these took place. A brief caption along the lines of 'This
is how High Street looked in 1910; and this is how it is now' will not satisfy.
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The book opens with a concise history of Barnstaple, in which a thousand

years are compressed into just over 300 words, and an account of the devel
opmenr of the picture postcard, stressing the hazards of inferring a publica
tion date from that on any postmark. The rest of the book consists of eight
sections, the first four of which are devoted to Barnstaple. The next deals
with nearby towns and villages to the north; and is followed by those devoted
to Ilfracombe, the towns and villages south of Barnstaplc, and finally to the
town's rival port of Bideford, Two postcards, generally of the same subject

hut published at different times, appear on each page, along with explanatory

text.
As one might expect from the publishers, the illustrations are of a high

standard and features mentioned in the text can be easily identified. On the
other hand, the economy of text demonstrated in the historical introduction
continues throughout the book and posed some problems for the reviewer, 3S

it might for others who are not native to Barnstaple. The Tome Stone, \vell
known to the Barumite, is mentioned on page 53, but without elaboration to
aid the stranger. Similarly the mention of a swimming pool on page 25 may

strike the outsider as somewhat abrupt. On the other hand - and to be fair to

the authors - contributors to the publisher's Through Time series were faced
wirh strict guidelines as to content and layout. This may well have applied
here. Again on a more general note, the book would have benefited from a
street plan of Barristaple and a map showing the whereabouts of the other
places mentioned. References are not necessary in a book of this type, bur a
brief guide to further reading could have encouraged the reader to learn more
about one of North Devon's more notable towns. By contrast, the reviewer
has little concern over the lack of an index in a relatively short book as well
organised as this one.

Judging from the authors' backgrounds in local history and heritage, they
could have said much more about their subject; and it is a pity if constraints
imposed by the publishers impeded this. Nevertheless, the reviewer, an

amateur historian and a postcard collector, enjoyed the book. Time will tell,
however, if it achieves a wide readership beyond the geographical confines of

its subject.
Incidentally, older readers and those aware of the development of the

Devon History Society may be interested in the occasional mention of the

Youings family.
Sadru Bhanji
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E. A. jones, England's Last Medieval Monastery: SYOIl Abbey 1415-2015
(Leorninster, Herefordshire: Gracewing, 2015) xii + 151 pages, 39 black and
white illustrations. Softback. ISBN 9780852448724. £9.99.

E. A. jones is Associate Professor of Medieval English Literature and
Culture at the University of Exeter and director of the research project: 'The
English monastic experience, 1.5"'-21" centuries: Syon at 600'. His book's
front cover has immediate appeal while the foreword by a former abbess of
Syon introduces the sensitive portrayal of an inspiring history. Preceded by
an outline chronology, joncs uses a wide range of sources, acknowledges
previous research, uses relevant illustrations and suggests further reading. Set
against the historical background, the text does not recount 600 years of SY011
Abbey itself but of the English branch of the Bridgettine order. This could be
a criticism, but the nuns maintained their identity throughout traumatic exile
in Europe and return to England. The book is a scholarly work written in a
style available to a wide readership, celebrating the faith and endurance of the
Bridgerrines over 600 years.

The author explains that St Bridget of Sweden founded the Order of the
Most Holy Saviour in the fourteenth century. Bridget was a wife and mother
but she and her husband committed themselves to lives of devout chastity.
Bridget received revelations including political prophecies. In a devotional
revelation, Christ appeared and instructed her to found a new religious order.
With its own rule, the order was for both men and women. A priest, the
confessor general, was responsible for spiritual direction of the monastery
but final authority in all matters belonged to the abbess. The nuns were
strictly enclosed, dedicated to meditanon and contemplation; still separated,
the brothers ministered to their spiritual needs and also preached weekly
to the general public in the abbey church. English interest in St Bridger had
already begun when, in 1406, Philippa daughter of King Henry IV of England
and Erik of Pomerania (king of Sweden, Norway and Denmark) married in
Sweden and, with Henry FitzHugh, visited the mother-house of the order. In
1415 (influenced by Henry FitzHugh), King Henry V founded a monastery on
the south bank of the Thames west of London: the 'Monastery of St Saviour
and St Bridget of Syon',

Syon was endowed with a generous donation from the Exchequer together
with estates across England, many of which had formerly belonged to alien
priories subordinate to, most commonly, French abbeys. In view of their con
tribution to Syon's wealth, more about the circumstances of alien priories
would have been appropriate here and also a list, if available. That is, that
during the Hundred Years \Xlar with France (intermittently between 1337 and
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1453), the king and parliament in England were concerned lest revenues from
alien priories, daughter-houses of French abbeys, would be taxed by French
kings and used to finance their armies. Endowments of land from some such
priories were transferred to Syon Abbey. A fragmentary list of 'Lands com

prised in the "Old endowment" of Syon Abbey' is held at the The National

Archives: se 6/1101/8; twenty place-names arc listed onlinc - though not all
were necessarily locations of alien priories.

As one of the wealthiest of English monasteries, the Syon community
moved in 1431 to the site of the present Syon House and collected an
impressive library. Visitors to the abbey included leading scholars, theologians,

politicians, aristocrats and royalty. Insight is given into the turmoil faced by
clerics and scholars at the Reformation, especially when King Henry VIII
declared himself head of the Church of England in 1S34. Papal authority
was acknowledged explicitly in the Bridgertine profession in the form of Pope

Martin V's confirmation of the order's rule. In 1539, government agents

dissolved the abbey, keeping the building for royal purposes, and most of the

communitv left.

Smal! groups of Bridgettines gradually moved to the Low Countries. Pope
Pius IV in 1564 gave official recognition of the continuity of Syon's existence
since before Henry VIII's dissolution. The book should be read to appreciate
the political and religious tensions, anti-Catholic violence, personal dangers,
extreme poverry and hunger endured by the nuns, with a more settled time
in Roucn followed by a siege in 1591. Troubles did not cease when they left
for Spain, settling in Portugal in 1594, where they faced suspicion and were
taken under papal protection by Pope Clement VIII. Thereafter, the confessor

general held a more significant role than the abbess. The community was

affected by political strife and suffered fires in 1651 and in 1755. After a major

earthquake endowments enabled rebuilding. More political strife included the

Napoleon le wa rs. Monasteries in Portugal were gradually suppressed. Sett! ing
in Devon, they flourished, but increased secularisation in the second-half of
the twentieth century led to their decline. After six hundred rears, two nuns
remain to maintain the Bridgettine observance.

The author has produced an enthralling narrative of English Bridgettines
from Syon Abbey, exile and their return to England. A review can give bur a
glimpse of the adversity they endured and their perseverance inspired by faith.

[eanne [ames
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Hugh Meller, The Country Houses of Devon (Black Dog, Crcdiron: Black
Dog Press, 2015) 2 volumes. 1204 pages. Numerous black and white photo
graphs. Hardback. ISBN 9780952434146. £80.

In recent years, the country house has spawned many varieties of publications,
from scholarly studies by, among others, Mark Girouard, Clive Aslet, and
Colin Platt, and glossy illustrated books, foremost among these being the
collections of well-photographed articles from Country Life published by
Aurum Press, ro hooks devoted to selected country houses in a particular
county (for example, by Simon jenk ins, who has contributed a short preface
which emphasises the significance of this book), but rarely has a com
prehensive gazetteer and history of country houses in a particular county
been attempted on the scale of Hugh Meller's two volume Country Houses
in Del/on. Hugh Meller worked for the National Trust as their curator of
historic buildings in Devon from 1980 to 1995 and for much of the twenty
first century has been conducting the research which has resulted in this
impressive work, which far outdoes its predecessors on Devon in scale, and
has almost no counterparts for the counties surrounding Devon (for example
it is much more substantial than the books by Robert Cooke (J 957), Eric
Dclderfield (1968-1973), Robert Dunning (1991) and Arrhur Oswald (1994),
although Michael Hill's recently-published East Dorset Country Houses
(2013) and West Dorset County Houses (2014), describing in detail over 150
buildings, are honourable exceptions}.

Meller's book consists in a historical introduction, then brief studies of
particular features of a country house (building materials, gatehouses and
lodges, stables and garages, chapels, gardens and garden buildings, erc.)
followed by the central portion of the book, a gazetteer of over 400 country
houses either still extant, or which have been demolished within the last
hundred years; the book is completed by a short guide to bibliography and
research materials, an index (very useful for tracking down which families
owned what, and which architects built what) and maps of Devon which
appear on the front and end-papers of both volumes and show the location of
all the houses described in the gazetteer.

The author defines a country house in his preface (p. xi) as a house which
'was, and sometimes still is, rhe principal residence at the centre of an estate,
usually of some architectural merit and antiquity ... it is not a town or village
house, a rectory, a dower house or suburban villa, although among the Devon
houses described, some concessions have been made to include borderline
cases of particular importance' (for instance, the Barn at Exrnourh, see
p. 13, 99-100,273 - although Richard Ford's unique example of Islamic-style
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architecture in Devon, Hcavirree House, demolished in the early 1960s, is not
included),

Meller's introduction places the development of country houses in Devon
in their historical context. Before the Restoration, Devon was 'apart from the
southern coastal towns, one of the least densely populated in the country'
(p, 1), and did nor contain any great landowning fami lies, apa rr from the
Courtenays, John Hooker's survey written at the end of the sixteenth century
'counted nearly 400 landed families, among them the Cruwys of Cruwys
Morchard, the Fulfords of Great Fulford and the Kellys of Kclly who had
occupied their family seats since at least the twelfth century and continue to
do so to this day' (p. 1). The dissolution of the Monasteries in the 1530s and
the upturn in economic activity during the second half of the sixteenth century
led to much new building and the embellishment of existing houses, which
continued into the Jacobean and early Smart period, and to the creation of
lllany of the wonderful decorated plasterwork ceilings and fireplaces, 'a Devon
speciality that no other county can match' (p. 4). For the later seventeenth
century, Meller uses the surveys of Sir \X/jlliarn Pole and Tr istra m Risdon, as
well as the returns from the hearth tax assessment of 1674, to estimate the
extent, size and architectural development of Devon's country houses. The
eighteenth century saw not only the influence of architectural books and the
Palladian <tyle, but also the arrival of out-of-county architects (p, 7-8), and
the rise of estates owned not by only those 'who could claim a respectable line
of antecedents, but ... [also] bankers, colonial administrators, lawyers, naval
officers and politicians'. (Page 9, note 22 on p. 22 establishes that 'between
1750 and 1850, some 20 houses were built funded by fortunes made in India,
and a further dozen from plantations in the \V'est Inclies'.) As well as changing
patterns of ownership, Mel1er also traces that varied architectural styles of
Devon houses, pa rricularly from 1.800 onwards, includi ng the picru resque,
the neo-classical, the gothick [sic], the Italianare, the Queen Annc revival, and
the Arts and Crafts movement.

The late nineteenth century saw the dispersal of estates following a long
agricultural depression and imposition of estate duty in 1894, and then the
devastation of the First World War, which resulted in Devon in 'the sale
between 1890 and 1940 of one-quarter of the larger estates wh ich had been
in the same family for at least a century and sometimes far longer' (po 13).
This period also saw the beginning of the modernisation of houses, by the
installation of modern methods of heating, lighting and plumbing and the
installation of labour-saving devices, though this was not always seen as
desirable ('Jv'lamhead remained without electricity until 1951' - p. 15).
However, Meller uses the biographies of landowners contained in F. J. Snell's
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Deuonsbire (1907) to show that at the beginning of the twenrieth-ccntur y,
the traditional social order was still intact, with almost half of the 232 names
in the book having been educated at Oxbridge, well over half served as J. P.s,
and 'where recreations were mentioned, the traditional country pursuits of
hunting, shooting and fishing eclipse all other, distantly followed by travelling
a nd yachting' (p. 14).

The twentieth century saw the most momentous changes in country-house
ownership in Devon and these changes form the focus of that final part of
the introduction rather rh an a rchitecrural developments (despite exceptions
like Castle Drogo, and Colcron Fishacre, Meller states that 'the initiative has
[in the twentieth century] shifted from new build to restoration in various
gu ises - p. 19). By the rime of the book's publ ication, Meller fou nd that
'some 200 houses remain in private single ownership. while the other 200
have been adapted to new use' (p. 20), varying from residential use (shared
ownership, apartments to rent, hotels, retirernenr homes, even a monastery) to
institutional use (education, heritage, administration, nursing homes, tourist
attractions, and even a vehicle scrapyard). Despite the momentous changes of
the past 150 years, Devon still contains over 400 country houses, 76 of which
are of Grade One status (slightly above the national average), and around a
hundred of which arc in some way or for some periods open to the public.

The heart of the book is the alphabetical gazetteer which runs from A La
Ronde on pages 59-61 to Youlsron Park on pages 1160-1 ]63. Meller traces
(with appropriate references to primed and archival sources) the changes in
ownership of each property, and describes its architectural development over
the centuries (including the gardens where relevant). Each entry is accompanied
by black-and-white photographs or reproductions of engravings (which are,
unfortunately, not always particularly clear), and some architectural plans.
Some of Mellers architectural description is less precise and detailed than
that found in Pevsner's Deuon (1989), for example Boringdon Hall, but where
Pevsner can dismiss a building he finds of limited interest in Cl few lines, for,.
example, Escot, Meller describes both the original seventeenth-century house
at Escot and the nineteenth-century rebuilt house in considerable detail.
Pevsner remains the 'go to' hook for Devon town, village and farm houses,
but Mellcr has produced the ultimate source book for Devon country houses.
The author also eschews some of the more colourful anecdotes about family
and servants found in books by Eric Delderfield (1968) and the two books on
the vanished houses of North and South Devon hy Rosemary Lauder (198]
and 1997), but always traces the changes in ownership with accuracy.

The entries of the houses (nearly all of which Meller has visited in person)
run from t\VO pages (many houses) to seven pages (Powdcrham), and for many
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represent the first modern history, description and architectural assessment
of the house. It should be made clear that the contents of each house are not
described in the individual entries (there are not even references to paintings by
Reynolds and Kauffman in the entry for Salrram). 'No attempt has been made
in this survey to provide comprehensive descriptions of house contents ...;
private houses where the interior and furnishings have been relatively unaltered
for a century of more are rare ... and none are in the first rank, a place
occupied only by Salrrarn' (p. 51), but as Mellcr goes on to remark, a detailed
description of house contents is La separate subject which deserves a book of
its 0\\111' (p. 51). This lack of information about house contents (most of which
have changed regularly over the centuries in any case) does nor detract in any
way from what is a superb piece of work. Prior to the publication of Mellcr's
book, information about most of Devon's country houses, particularly the
smaller ones, was scattered over a wide range of publications and archives.
The author's great achievement is to bring together, in one book, detailed and
accurate, and, above all, well researched information about more than 400 of
Devon's existing or recently demolished country houses. Historians will be in
the author's debt for decades to come. Country house enthusiasts with plenty
of time to spare will find Hugh Mcller's book compulsive reading.

Mitzi Aucbterlonic

Nicholas Orrne, The Churches of Medieval Exeter (Exeter: Impress Books,
2014) 210 pages. Illustrated. Softback. £14.99.

This volume provides a detailed overview of the ecclesiastical and religious
buildings that dominated the medieval urban landscape of Exeter. Its well
known author, Nicholas Orrne, has drawn on his substantial expertise
in the field to produce a significant new resource for local historians. The
book consists of a gazetteer of Exeter's medieval churches, chapels and
other charitable institutions, prefaced by a substantial introduction to the
ecclesiastical history of the city. The work is based largely on documentary
sources and, as might be expected, the depth of research is impressive. Yet,
while the prose is of a high standard, the use of images is more questionable:
illustrations are consistently placed at a frustrating distance from the entries
they serve. Despite this criticism, however, Orrnc's volume is an essential and
affordable reference work for those with an active interest in the city's past.

The volume opens with a sizeable but engaging summary of the religious
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set-up in medieval Exeter, which takes up a third of the work. Orrne uses his
expertise as both a historian and a writer to introduce the main documentary
evidence and to lead us through the city's ecclesiastical development between
c.l000 and c.1550. Information is arranged largely chronologically, beginning
with the origins of the Cathedral, the creation of the city's parish system in
the early thirteenth century, and the arrival of various religious orders before
their untimely extinction in the sixteenth century. The sections are clearly
sub-divided and, despite the complexities of the evidence discussed, easily
digestible. Various images and diagrams help to break up the text, with the
table relating to the cult of saints in medieval Exeter (pp. 54-55) offering a
particularly interesting insight into the variety of local worship that flourished
in the city.

The fina I two t hi rds of the volume are devoted to a gazetteer of
ecclesiastical and religious sites in Exeter. The entries are arranged in alpha
betical order and include Heritage Environment Record (HER) and location
references. Each entry rypically opens with the earl iest references to the site,
followed by various snippets of information about its position, layout and use,
before ending with a brief assessment of its later history - usually a question
of survival or destruction. The geographical coverage of the work extends
to Heavitree, Topsharn, Cowick and the parish of Sr Mary Marsh at Marsh
Barren. The subjects, likewise, range beyond what might be expected from
the title: brief discussions of standing crosses and holy wells, among other
topics, sit alongside summaries relating to parish churches and hospitals.
As a historian, Orme's research is based primarily on documentary rather
than archaeological or architectural evidence, which means that economic
and social interpretations of the material predominate. He does, however,
remain alert to written evidence concerning vanished buildings and lost
interiors - and, in so doing, charts an ecclesiastical history in which decay
and destruction have been surprisingly regular factors.

There is only one aspect in which this work can he found wanting 
and this relates to the illustrations. Although richly illustrated with black
and white images throughout and colour plates towards the back, the fact
that almost a11 of the illustrations are offset from thei r relevant sections by
a number of pages is deeply frustrating. Readers arc forced to locate these
images themselves by using either the page references noted in rhe entries
or those highlighted in the index, or by returning to the list of illustrations
and maps at the front. It is an unnecessary complication in what is, in other
respects, a user-friendly guide to the topic - and raises some questions about
the production process. This is a shame as, at first glance, this appears to
be an attractive and well-conceived volume. Yet even with this flaw, rh is is
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still an impressive achievement. Orme has provided a handy go-to manual for
Exeter's medieval churches that is rich in detail and should find space on the
bookshelves of amateur and professional historians alike.

J-Iden Birkett

Tony Rea. South Devon in the Great War (Your Towns and Cities in the
Great War) (Barnslcy: Pen and Sword Milirary, 2016) 133 pages. Illustrated.
Softback. ISBN 9781473834255. £12.99.

Karen Stevcnson and Others, Lustleigb and tbe First World War (Lustleigh:
Lusrleigh Society, 2015) 78 pages. Numerous illustrations. Softback. No
ISBN. £9.50 + £2.50 post and packing. Available from the Chairman, the
Lustleigh Society, email;peter@moormasons.plus.com.

Tony Rea's book is the third volume in the series Your Towns and Cities
in the Great \\1,11" to be reviewed in The Devon Historian, and although
the publisher's website suggests books in the series will use both a regular
format (by year) and tackle the same themes ('describing the impact of the
war on local communities ... [and] how each year of the war brought a
change in the spirit of the populace'), it is interesting to see how each of the
three authors reviewed has approached his task very differently. Derek Tait,
looking at Exeter, went through local newspapers and 'built his book by
linking extensive quotations ... with events in different spheres of activity
following one another, blow by blow';' Alex Potter, looking at Torquay;?
linked the course of the war and the experiences of local men on the frontline
with events and issues in the town (recruiting, refugees, hospitals, appeals
against conscription, overseas troops, armistice celebrations and the 1918
election). Ton)" Rea, looking at South Devon (defined at the 'modern day
administrative districts of Teignbridge, Torbay and the South Hams' - p. 8),
takes yet another approach. Although his book discusses the Home Front in
its opening and concluding chapters, the bulk of it focusses on men from the
Devonshire Regiment and from South Devon, and their individual stories.

The opening chapter discusses recruiting, the use of horses, the railway
network and the German monks of Buckfasr Abbey and concludes with a
four-page excursus on the Grey Smiths of Bovey Tracey and Australia. The

From the review in TDH, 84 (2015), 137.
Reviewed in TDH, 84 (2015), 138-40.
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next chapter, entitled 'The Soldiers' War', which takes up the bulk of the book,
uses arguments by military historian Richard Holmes that British forces were
made up of four distinct armies, by similarly structuring his material into
four sections - the Old Army, the Territorial Force, the Yeomanry and the
New Army in Devon, with added sections on 'Local men in other regiments'
and '\~'ar in the air and at sea', which last chapter looks not only at the
experiences of South Devon seamen and aircrew, but also at naval and air
incidents affecting South Devon, In these chapters, Rea recounts the wartime
experiences of men from all walks of life who fought with the Devonshire
Regiment, although not all the people discussed hailed from South Devon
(George Onions of the 1" Devons, who won the Victoria Cross in 1918, came
from the Midlands - p. 40-:2, 'Rupert Anderson-Morshead originated from
the small seaside town of Sidmouth , .. although his home was in Lingfield,
Surrey' - p. 45-8, while William Noel Hodgson was the son of the Bishop of
Saint Edmundsbury and Ipswich - p. 63-5).

The succeeding chapter, entitled 'the People's \Xlar,' gives an interesting
overview of military hospitals and convalescent units in South Devon
(including the 'miracle treatments' pioneered by Major Arrhur Hurst at Scale
Hayne - p. 95), discusses the treatment of prisoners of war (p. 98-101), and
looks at 'Volunteering to do our bit' (p. 101-6 - much of this section is on
the collection of sphagnum moss), but has little to say about agriculture,
schooling, employment, price rises or food shortages. The concluding chapter
discusses the physical remains of the war in South Devon including war
memorials (p. 121-6), and 'South Devon, the Great W'ar and Literature' as
exemplified in the works of Henry \'V"illiamson and R.e. Sherriff (p, J:27-9).

Tony Rea's book is strongest on the impact of the war on the individual
soldiers, seamen and aircrew who were on the front-line, and he gives a lucid
explanation of army organisation, which helps the reader to understand how
the Devonshire Regiment and other units were structured. The impact of the
war on the Home Front, despite the use of contemporary photographs and
newspaper accounts, is less comprehensive and many issues are barely touched
on. For an analysis of the social impact of the Great War on South Devon, the
reader is advised, in the 'Annotated Bibliography' (p. 130-1), to turn to David
Parker's The People of Del/on ill the First \Y/orld W,lr (Stroud: The History
Press, 2013);1 a recommendation which this reviewer would heartily endorse.

As for the second book under review, according to information gleaned
from the 1911 census and other sources, Lustleigh was a fairly typical Devon

1 Devon History Society Book of the Year for 2013. Reviewed in TDH, 83 (2014),
100-2.
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village at the outbreak of the First World War. It had a population of around
620, with the majority of people being employed in farming, gardening,
domestic service or shop-keeping. Lustleigh was perhaps untypical in that 50
per cent of the population were born more than] 0 miles from the village, with
23 per cent coming from outside Devon (p. 6-7), and more untypical still in
having a Roll of Honour published as early as l 921. This booklet of persons
with 'strong Lustleigh connections' who had served in the war (] 02 men
and one woman) was put together by the local vicar, the Reverend Herbert
johnson, from information supplied by the men themselves or their relations,
and rhe information in the booklet has been reproduced, as far as can be
judged without any updating or additional information, as an appendix to
Lustlelgb and the First World \\7ar.

As a result of the Rev. johnson's efforts, the members of Lustleigh
Community Archive who have compiled and researched this book have
concentrated on the impact the war had on their village. Although there are
usefu I tables in chapter two about wh ich units Lustleigh men joined and the
dates of their enlistment, and chapter three recounts some of the stories of
'Those who went away to the war" activities on the home front dominate rhc
text and are based on the collection of contemporary parish magazines held by
the Community Archive, the reminiscences of some of those who experienced
the \var in Lustleigh (especially Florence Arner), the log books of the local
school, and the well-known local publication Small Talk at Whey/a11d, by
Cecil Torr, published in three volumes between 1918 and 1923.

The contrast between the continuation of normal activities (weddings,
May Day celebrations) and the changes wrought by the war (fundraising,
hospital work, Belgian refugees, prisoners of war and the food shortages of
19]7 and 1918) are chronicled in a series of vignettes. The mosr substantial
chapters discuss how educarion fared in the village during the war (p. 37-43),
and how those who had died on active service were to be remembered (p, 47
55), with the war memorial of 1925 being the first to be 'erected entirely
under the allspices of the local branch of the British Legion' (p. 54). The book
concludes with a balanced analysis of how (or indeed whether) the war had
changed life in the village, with Florence Amer being of the opinion that 'one
good thing that emerged from the ~'ar was that new blood had come among
the country folk' (p. 57). This is an interesting and well-researched addition to
the growing collection of books which chronicle the effect of the First \'{'orld
War on Devon's towns and villages.

Paul Auchterlonie
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Michael Rhodes, DeV011's Torre Abbey: Faith, Politics and Grand Designs
(Stroud: The History Press) 160 pages. Hardback. ISBN 9780750962674.
£16.99.

This is a well-presented and beautifully-illustrated history of what was, by
Devon's standards, an important medieval monastic house, rogether with its
long aftermath. ft is a!I the more interesting in that, for much of its existence
since the Reformation, Terre Abbey was owned by a Roman Catholic family,
the Ca rI'S. The book is also impressively researched: a good example of local
history. And herein is its strength as well as its weakness; or perhaps its
opportunity. There are t\VO points here. One is the sheer time scale the author
has to cover. .Michael Rhodes is well aware that, to review eight hundred years
in a short compass, he has to over-simplify the historical framework: decades
and upheavals (the Black Death, the Reformation, the Glorious Revolution)
all rush by. The second is the 'local'. For the most part, people who buy this
will either be locals or visitors to Tone Abbey. What the rest of us lack is a
chapter which sets Torre in a wider perspective: it would be helpful to know
what happened to other monasteries in the county - which have survived (if
only in part or as a ruin); which families owned them; which, if any, were
Catholic, and so forth? As for the opportunity, I wonder if Michael Rhodes
could be persuaded to think of a further volume, looking at Torre and the
Carys in much more detail, and setting them in the national context? That
would make a fitting follow-on. But, he and Torbay Council are to be
congratulated on the restoration of Torre and on this book which is testimony
to civic responsibility at its best.

Andreu. [ones

Mark Stoyle, Water ill the City: The Aqueducts and Underground Passages
ofExeter (Exeter: University of Exeter Press, 2014). xx- 299 pages. 101 illus
trations, 10 maps. Hardback. ISBN 9780859898775. £45.

Mark Stoyle, a professor at the University of Southampton who has been
publishing on the history of Devon and Exeter for almost thirty years, has
with W1ater in the City produced another major work, one which capitalises
on the survival of a considerable amount of medieval and early modern
hydraulic engineering in Exeter to provide 'the most detailed case study to
date of the growth and development of gravity-flow water systems in a pre
modern English city' (p. 2). The work is divided into three parrs: a narrative
account of the growth of the aqueducts and underground passages which
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brought water into the city of Exeter from well-heads situated in St Sidwcll's
parish from the twelfth century until around 1700, a survey of the many
social roles the city conduits performed, and a transcription of records relating
to water supply and technology available in the city's archives for the period
1420-3603. It also contains a glossary, a bibliography, excellent illustrations
and clearly-drawn maps, and tWO indexes, one for persons and one for places
and subjects.

Sroyle's historiographical survey suggests that regarding the underground
passages 'it seems probable that, by the mid-Victorian period, the true
purpose of these structures had already begun to be forgotten by most Exeter
people' (p. 8). However, the twentieth century saw a grO\vrh of interest in the
city's historical water supply, with archaeological digs being undertaken and
work being done on the relevant city archives. The earliest research resulted
in the report of the 'Exeter Excavation Committee' published in 1932, which
concluded that the conduits dated from different periods, that the two rna in
conduits supplied the city and the cathedral respectively, and that the water
ran freely along the floors of the stone passages, though later excavations
by Ailcen Fox, published in 195 l , suggested that lead pipes had been used
to convey the water. Further work carried out by the Exeter Museums'
Archaeological Field Unit in the 1980s and 1990s clarified the situation a
great deal and one of the main aims of this book was to synthesise the results
of the archaeological excavations with the documentary evidence, and to
correct some of the misapprehensions which had arisen over the years.

Sroyle establishes that there was no continuity between the provision of
water by the Romans and the medieval period, and that the first conduit was
constructed independently of any previous work, by the cathedral canons in
a roll nd 1180 to supply the carhedra1and St Nicholas Priory, a system wh ich
was extended by 1226 to the lower part of the city for the benefit of the
townspeople. By the late fourteenth cenrury, Exeter's ecclesiastical authorities
had built four gravity-flow systems, all using lead pipes, in which the citizens
were permitted to share. However, the growth of Exeter's population (it
doubled between 1377 and 1522, from 3,000 inhabitants to at least 7,000)
persuaded the city fathers to construct their own conduit in the early fifteenth
century. Further works were undertaken in 1441, when the city brought
in a plumber from London to improve the flow of water and to work with
some of the monastic houses who maintained their own supply, and from
the 1450s the city 'retained the services of a professional water expert or
"common plumber" (p. 62), a post whose transmission can be traced for
over a hundred years. The creation of above-ground conduit houses and
public fountains meant that by the 1530s 'Exeter's civic aqueducts reach[ed]
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a new peak of elegance and sophistication' (p, 84). The civic authorities SOOI1

gained even more control over the water supply by acquiring all three of the
former monastic conduits which had been sold off during the dissolution of
the monasteries, a nd despite nu merous cornpla ints by the citizen ry, by 1603
'Exeter's system of public water supply was more sophisticated and complex
than it had ever been; between them the city and the cathedral authorities
now maintained five separate aqueducts, each of which was provided with an
elegant public fountain' (p. 1] 2).

During the early Swan period, the medieval gravity-flO\v sysrem reached
its greatest physical extent, but extensive damage sustained during the civil
war and developments in hydraulic technology meant that by 1700 the
medieval system of aqueducts was in decline. Celia Fiennes, visiting Exeter
in 1698, saw a 'water-engine" in use on the River Exe, while the town well
in Fore Street was removed as a traffic hazard in 1675, and the lead pipes
supplying the Little Conduit and the North Gate Conduit were sold off around
1700. The system continued to degrade until the cholera epidemic of 1832,
which resulted in lames Golsworrhy being asked to undertake a complete
overhaul of the city's remaining passages and the cathedral's main conduit as
well. Shortly after Golsworthy's renovations, the city decided to go further
and to construct a modern waterworks at Pynes, to the north of Exeter; This
new supply and the destruction of the conduit-heads at St Sidwell's during the
excavation of the railway cutting at St lames's Halt in 1857-58 meant the end
of rhe ciry aqueduct. The cathedral system survived a little longer by using
a hydraulic ram to raise the water from St Sidwell's spring to a tank above
the cutting, but 'shortly before the First World War, the supply line from Sr
Sidwell's [to the Cathedral] was finally turned off - thus drawing down the
curtain of a hydraulic system which had endured, in one guise or another, for
more than 700 years' (p. 160).

Having completed the narrative part of the story of Exeter's water supply,
Stoylc goes on to look at the social aspects of conduits and founta ins, He
suggests that civic authorities and the better-off individual citizens not only
felt a duty to provide water for drinking and cooking, hut also wished to

be commemorated for their munificence in doing so. He also gives many
examples of how public fountains played a social role in the community.
People were proud of their local fountain, and enjoyed gathering there, hut
waiting three hours or more to fill up one's pitcher because of the very 10\'''·
water pressure led to inevitable quarrels and disputes. Stoylc also uncovers
tales of illicit use, drunken revelries, fly-tipping and skimmingtons (a popular
shaming ritual), but on a more positive note he also discusses the role of the
fountains as a base for markets, and for the local watch.
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The story of Exeter's water supply is a fascinating but complicated one,
and Sroyle unravels the complex interactions between civic and ecclesiastical
authorities in a lucid and entertaining fashion, often comparing the situation
in Exeter with contemporary hydraulic work being undertaken in other
English cities. His marshalling of both archaeological and historical sources is
exemplary, and the book is unquestionably the definitive work on the subject
and a major contribution to the development of water supplies in medieval
and early modern England. There can be no surprise that \':/ater in the City
won the Devon History Society's prize for the best book on Devon history
published in 2014.

Paul Aucbterlonie

Andrcw Swift and Kirsten Elliott, Devon Pubs: A Pictorial Perspective (Bath:
Akeman Press, 2015) 372 pages. Period monochrome photographs. Press
curtings and line drawings. Sofrback. ISBN 9780956098986. £15 (postage
free) from www.akernanpress.corn,

This well researched study of Devon's pubs is of general as well as particular
interest as it contains a wealth of social history, not least in its many fasci
nating period .photographs and postcards. For centur ies, pubs have stood at
the heart of local communities, yet their study has been largely neglected by
historians, perhaps -as the authors suggest - because of pubs' gritty, popular
and none too sober associations. Thus Devon Pubs is largely based on exten
sive original research, especially in newspaper archives and interviews with
landlords and landladies.

Among these, special mention goes to Roger and Carol Cudlip, licensees
at the Tom Cobley Tavern, Spreyron - known as the White Hart until they
took over in 2002. It is, of course, named after Uncle Tom Cobley of l,X7ide

combe Fair fame, who is buried at Spreyton. Cobley's exploits as a huntsman
are recalled with gusto using contemporary newspaper extracts. Newspaper
sources are also quoted in detailing the lives of past landlords and ladies. One
was Mrs Sarnpson, who ran the \V'hite Hart on her own for over thirty years
after her husband died in 1921. Entertainments carered for by Mrs Sarnpson's
pub tell a lot about community life. They included clay pigeon shoots, hunt
meets, auctions, darts and skittle matches, plus the Spreyton Revels.

Caroline Cheffers-Heard also gains special acknowledgement for her
contribution to the book. Her family have owned the seventeenth-century
Bridge Inn at Topsharn for four generations with t\VO younger generations in
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line of succession - an increasingly rare continuity in these days of the frequent
pub changes, make overs and closures. As might be expected, the Bridge is run
on traditional lines without fruit machines, piped music and other modern
abominations. There is much about previous owners of the Bridge; insighrs
into the local salt trade and salt smuggling; robust entertainments at the
Bridge such as prize wrestling and pigeon shooting; the inn's many historic
artefacts and various customers, including Hi\,i Queen Elizabeth Il.

Pubs are integral to community life. Two more Topsham examples from
Devon Pubs make the point well, The aptly named Passage House Inn is right
by the ferry which still plies the Exe and has a long association with fishing.
Indeed, in 1873 the landlord successfully applied for a two hour extension of
his licence 'during the fishing season, for the accommodation of fishermen'.
Just downriver is the Lighter Inn, whose original owner also owned a 32 ron
lighter and advertised both together in 1828.

Sources (The Exeter and Plymouth Gazette for the Passage House and the
Lighter) are given in the text, which is helpful for further research. There is a
bibliography, whilst the contents page includes a number of special sections:
Deuon \Y/!Jite Ale and Dei-on's Church Houses are especially interesting.
The general index makes finding particular places straightforward, though it
would have been a bonus if pubs too were listed alphabetically.

Produced by husband and wife team Andrew Swift and Kirsren Elliotr,
Deuon Pubs is characteristic of Akeman Press, which they run and founded.
This small publisher specialises in local history titles, mainly of the Bath area.
Similar Akeman titles include a trilogy on Bath pubs; W/i1tshirc Inns and
Somerset Pubs.

Robert Hesketb

T. P. Wiseman, How Old is Exeter? Divining the Distant Past with W. G.
Hoskins (Exeter: The Mint Press, 2016). Softback. 48 pages. 6 illustrations.
ISBN 9781903356661. £5.

One suspects that Peter \Viscman very much enjoyed writing this 'little book'
as he call s it. The idea was conceived as a rest! It of his jackson Knight Memoria [
Lecture delivered at the University of Exeter in 2014 and the book discusses,
over the course of five chapters, the thought processes by which \\!.G. Hoskins
came to arrive at his account of the origins of Exeter.' In doing so Professor

) I n both Tun: Thousal1d Years in Exeter and Deuon and its People.
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\Viseman demonstrates how Hoskins rather abandoned conventional
historical wisdom when delving into the history of his own home town and
he explains, in a scholarly but entertaining way, the pitfalls of straying too far
from what the surviving evidence can reliably tell us, suggesting that; 'there
is always a temptation ... to treat distant and unattended eras as if they
were as intelligible as periods documented by written records', It is assumed
that they never met although they could have; Hoskins, the great doyen of
landscape history, returned to Exeter from his Oxford University post in 1955
and remained in Devon until his death in 1992 whilst Peter Wiseman was
appointed Professor of Classics at Exeter University in 1977. One can only
imagine the twinkle in the old Exonian's eye during the lively conversation
which would have ensued if the two did indeed come together.

The clues to the content of this book may be found on the cover; perhaps
in this instance you really can judge a book this way. The sub-title is the first
give-awav. The dictionary definition of divining is 'to discover by guesswork
or intuition'. Now, these two are anathema to the serious historian but was
something very much akin to them employed by Hoskins when he looked at
the early settlement history of Exeter? The second clue is far more subtle; it
is a picture of a coin of Vespasian. The future Emperor Vespasian was the
commander of the Second Legion Augusta at the time of the Roman invasion
of Britain in AD43. Well, Legio II August" were certainly at Exeter but was
Vespasian here with them when they built their fortress in around AD55 or
had he by then departed back to Rome? Well, Hoskins believed that nor only
was Vespasian at Exeter but whilst there he stormed its pre-existing Iron Age
hill-fort into the bargain. What led Hoskins to make this extraordinary claim?
Wiseman shows conclusively that the body of evidence upon which Hoskins
built his case - a number of early Greek coins said to have been found deep
down in nineteenth-century sewer excavations - and what is termed 'ancient
tradition' simply do not hold up. In Chapter 3 \XTiseman explains how modern
research on the coins presents an entirely different reason for their presence
in the city whilst Chapter 4, deals with the 'ancient tradition' and the story
of the city as presented by the medieval chronicler GeoHrey of Monmouth.
Gcoffrey is notorious for embroidering his general History of Britain and for
Exeter he borrowed liberally from texts compiled much closer to his own time
in order to create some semblance of a narrative.

Peter Wiseman calls Hoskins 'a conspicuously honest historian' who
cared deeply about communicating a genuine understanding of the past. Why
then was the great man persuaded to believe Geoffrey's account? Chapter 5
explores what Wiseman calls 'the will CO believe'. Using examples as diverse
as the fall of Troy, the foundation of Rome and the story of King Arthur he
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shows how traditional stories passed down verbally become corrupted but
then have a tendency to be fossilised at the time they are written down and
subsequently accepted by those who have some vested interest in 'the will to
believe', Wiseman was fascinated by Hoskins attempt to think himself into
the past, running up against a barrier beyond which it couldn't be done and
as a consequence resorting to an unreliable source. Professor Wiseman is
insightful in recognising that only in dealing with the origins of his native city
would Hoskins have allowed himself this indulgence; Hosk ins was too good
an historian to have succumbed to that temptation on a regular basis.

Peter \X'iseman may have written a 'little book' but it addresses a big
theme. How far can the historian go before reasonable speculation based
upon reliable evidence tips over into the realm of the historical novelist? This
book guides us towards where the boundaries should lie but it is respectfully
generous in this case of one who perhaps overstepped the mark.

John P. Sa/mime

Reviewers note: some evidence of Middle Iron Age settlement has come to

light at the new Crown Court development at Southern hay \'V'est but there
is no evidence (certainly as yet) of any significant late pre-Roman Iron Age
occupation site at Exeter of the kind envisaged by Hoskins.
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